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COMMITTEE 
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NOTICE OF MEETING 
 

To: Councillor P Pennington (Chair) 
Councillor C Cottle-Hunkin (Vice-Chair) 
Councillors: L Ford, S Harding, C Hawkins, S Langford, C Leather, J McKenzie 
and S Newton 
 
Non elected Members: Mr P Topham 

 
 

Members are requested to turn off their mobile phones for the duration of the meeting 

 

AGENDA 
 

PART I - (OPEN SESSION) 

  

1.   Apologies For Absence  

 To receive apologies for absence from the meeting. 
 

2.   Minutes (Pages 3 - 9) 

 Confirmation of the Minutes of the meeting held on 17 July 2019. 
 

3.   Action list - 17 July  2019 (Pages 10 - 11) 



 
 

 

4.   Declaration Of Interests  

 Members with interests should refer to the agenda item and describe the nature of their 
interest when the item is considered.  

 

5.   Agreement Of Agenda Items Part I and II  

6.   Public Participation  

 15 minute period for public contributions 
 

7.   Urgent Matters Brought Forward With the Permission Of The Chair  

8.   Fire Service Consultation (Pages 12 - 59) 

 To consider the consultation document and prepare a response. 
 

www.dsfire.gov.uk/SaferTogether/ServiceDeliveryConsultation/documents/Consultationdoc
ument.pdf 
 

9.   Health and Wellbeing Board Stakeholder Consultation (Pages 60 - 69) 

 For discussion. 
 
Please see link to the consultation questionnaire for the new Joint Health and 
Wellbeing Strategy 
 
http://devon.cc/jhws 

 

10.   Consideration Of The Forward Plan (Page 70) 

11.   Exclusion Of The Public  

 The Chair to move:-  
That the public be excluded from the remainder of the meeting because of the likely 
disclosure of exempt information as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972.  
 

 Meeting Organiser: Mary Richards 
 

 Centre for Public Scrutiny – website            http://www.cfps.org.uk/ 
 

 

http://www.dsfire.gov.uk/SaferTogether/ServiceDeliveryConsultation/documents/Consultationdocument.pdf
http://www.dsfire.gov.uk/SaferTogether/ServiceDeliveryConsultation/documents/Consultationdocument.pdf
http://devon.cc/jhws
http://www.cfps.org.uk/
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TORRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

EXTERNAL OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY MEETING 
 

Town Hall - Bridge Street, Bideford, EX39 2HS 
 

Wednesday, 17 July 2019 - 6.00 pm 
 

PRESENT Councillor P Pennington (Chair) 
 Councillor C Cottle-Hunkin (Vice-Chair) 

 
 Councillors L Ford, S Harding, C Hawkins, C Leather, 

J McKenzie, S Newton and P Hames 
 

 Mr P Topham 
 

ALSO PRESENT Councillors Bushby, Craigie and Hackett 
 

 S Dorey - Senior Solicitor 
 S Kearney - Planning & Economy Manager 
 M Richards - Democratic Services Officer 

 
 A Bell - ND Biosphere 
 A Butler - NFU 
 J May - Bideford NFU 

 
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 

14.    APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Langford. 
 

15.    MINUTES  
 
It was proposed by Councillor Leather, seconded by Councillor Harding and – 
 
Resolved: 
 
That the minutes of the meeting held on 5 June be agreed and signed as a correct 
record. 
 
(Vote: For 7, Abstentions 3) 
 
Matters Arising 
 
Minute 4, Action List - 77 - To have an inspection of Torrington pool conducted 
 
The Planning & Economy Manager provided an update – Monthly inspections are 
carried out.  The buildings are inspected by the Properties Team and the health 
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and wellbeing aspect by the Community Engagement Officer.  More rigorous 
checks had been scheduled as requested. 
 
Minute 8 – Burton Art Gallery & Museum 
 
The Lead Member for Community, Culture & Leisure  reminded Members of the 
evening event being held at the Burton Art Gallery on Thursday 26th July at 
6.30pm. 
 
It was noted that the Burton Art Gallery & Museum AGM takes place on 8 August at 
6.00pm. 
 
Minute 10 – Health, Wellbeing & Social Care (Standing Item) 
 
Action: 
 
To follow up with the Environmental Health & Community Safety Manager re the list 
of agencies related to health and wellbeing. 
 
Minute 11 – External Grants Working Group 
 
The Planning & Economy Manager advised that the Community Engagement 
Officer was collating responses from agencies about how they would cope if there 
were changes to grant funding.  A meeting of the Working Group had not yet taken 
place. 
 

16.    PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  
 
There was no public participation. 
 

17.    ACTION LIST  
 
Minute 76 c) – That clarification be sought from Suzanne Tracey about clinical and 
administrative collaboration 
 
The Lead Member for Health, Wellbeing & Community Safety confirmed, as 
clarified by the Chair, that there had been an indication that there might be some 
amalgamation between the North Devon Healthcare Trust and the Exeter Health 
Authority.  Mr Topham was satisfied with this response. 
 
Minute 86 – To set up an officer group to consider the findings of the officer Task & 
Finish Group which had researched TBID 
 
The Planning & Economy Manager apprised the meeting of the changes.  Nick 
White, Chief Executive of the North Devon Marketing Bureau, had stepped down. 
Currently, there were no plans to further investigate a TBID.  He added that it had 
been anticipated the monies from the TBID could be used to fund the North 
Marketing Bureau business plan.  The North Devon Marketing Bureau was no 
longer planning to produce a business plan.  However, this may be revisited in the 
future. 
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It was proposed by Councillor Pennington and seconded by Councillor Newton – 
 
That: 
 
The action be withdrawn 
 
(Vote: For – unanimous) 
 
Minute 8 b) – The Burton take exhibitions out to the wider Torridge area, 
 
The Lead Member for Community, Culture & Leisure told the Committee that the 
Burton had plans to take the exhibitions out across Torridge and they could find out 
more at the Members’ evening event on 26 July. 
 

18.    DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  
 
Members were reminded that declarations of interest should be made as and when the 
specific agenda item to which they related was under discussion. 

 
19.    AGREEMENT OF AGENDA ITEMS PART I AND II  

 
There were no Part II items. 
 

20.    URGENT MATTERS BROUGHT FORWARD WITH THE PERMISSION OF 
THE CHAIR  
 
Proposed Closure of Appledore Fire Station 
 
Councillor Ford told the meeting that he had attended a meeting with the fire 
fighters and further meetings were planned with the fire fighters and the Fire 
Fighters Union.   Councillor Ford recommended that North Devon Council and 
Councillor Eastman, Devon County Council, attend the future meetings with the fire 
fighters and unions and the Torridge District Council meeting on 21 August.  
Councillor Ford spoke of the £8m shortfall and lengthy response times due to many 
stations being unmanned.  He also told Members that during the last year more 
fatalities were caused by road traffic accidents than by fire. 
 
The Chair proposed that the Fire Service consultation and the Health Service 
consultation be discussed when considering the Forward Plan. 
 
It was noted that the closing date for the Fire Services consultation is 5 September. 
 
A short discussion took place about the proposals for the North Devon Hospital and 
Members were asked to try to attend a meeting of the Health & Wellbeing Board on 
12 October. 
 

21.    AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURE SUPPLY INDUSTRY  
 
The Chair introduced the guests and invited Andrew Butler to commence his 
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presentation. 
 
Mr Butler thanked the Committee for the invitation to speak.  Mr Butler introduced 
the presentation with some statistics about the National Farmers Union and its farm 
business members and countryside members.  He outlined the market dynamic, 
giving a snapshot of the sectorial prices and focusing particularly on sheep and 
cattle prices which are the main areas of production in Torridge.  Graphs were 
shown indicating producer share prices; farm business income and costs; the 
agricultural supply industry and exports. 
 
Details were provided on the important contribution of the agri-food sector to GVA 
and employment.  Spending and borrowing had increased over the last 20 years. 
 
Members were told of the decline in self sufficiency since 1984 and how European 
policy had impacted on this.  Mr Butler felt confident the industry could cover the 
demand of the country but people would need to be re-educated and encouraged 
to buy locally.  Policy change would be required also.  There was an indication that 
people do try to buy British but, out of the home, the source of the product was 
rarely questioned. 
 
Some of the challenges include: 
 

 Exchange rates and oil prices 

 Uncertainty surrounding BREXIT 

 The possibility of tariff barriers 
 
In relation to Europe, Members were informed that the UK was a powerhouse 
within the single market, being one of the most significant suppliers of sheep, cattle 
milk and wheat.  
 
Finally, Mr Butler suggested some of the ways Torridge District Council could help. 
 
Councillor Bushby joined the meeting (6.40pm). 
 
The Chair thanked Mr Butler and invited Mr Bell to speak. 
 
Mr Bell spoke of the collaboration between the North Devon Biosphere and the 
NFU.  He then focused on farming, land management and the environment, major 
factors including: 
 

 Changing demography in the rural areas away from traditional family farms 
and associated social networks 

 Fragmentation of habitats reducing the resilience of some of the ecosystems 
 Problems of diffuse pollution impacting on the aquatic wildlife in the rivers 

and estuary 
 The need to balance food security and production with the measures to 

enhance the natural environment 
 
Northern Devon had been chosen to host the Landscape Pioneer, a Government 
initiative aimed at improving the environment within 25 years. 
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The Pioneer will trial new approaches to manage farmland, natural habitats, 
watercourses, coasts and urban environments in a better way.  It would also look at 
funding.  Wetland, culm grass and tourism were recognised as being a key part of 
the plan. 
 
The Chair thanked Mr Bell and opened the floor for discussion and fact finding.  
Additional information emerged from the debate: 
 

 The NFU has set a goal of 2040 for being carbon neutral 

 In terms of advising farmers through the changes, the AHDB (Agriculture 
and Horticulture Development Board) could offer advice, although the 
budget was very small 

 BASE (Biodiversity, Agriculture, Soil and Environment for UK)  and DEFRA 
had set aside funding, whereas the role of the NFU was that of facilitator 

 UK food prices are the third lowest in the western hemisphere 

 With regard to education, the NFU worked primarily with primary schools. 

 The NFU annual survey had reported an all time high in respect of public 
support. 

 Both the ND Biosphere and the NFU gave equal priority to environmental 
and economy issues. 

 
It was proposed by Councillor Pennington and seconded by Councillor Newton – 
 
That: 
 
We put something together on agriculture to be added to the Torridge District 
Council profile, which reflects the rural nature of Torridge. 
 
(Vote: For – unanimous) 
 
Mr Butler said he would be happy to put on an informative event for TDC. 
 
It was proposed by Councillor Hames, seconded by Councillor Ford – 
 
That: 
 
This Council resolve to work closely with the agricultural sector in reducing carbon 
by 2030. 
 
(Vote: For 9, Abstentions 1) 
 
It was proposed by Councillor Harding and seceded by Mr Topham – 
That: 
 
Torridge District Council engage better with the public on rural matters. 
 
(Vote: For 9, Abstentions 1) 
 
In response to what TDC can do to increase broadband in rural areas, the Planning  
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and Economy Manager stated that a lot was happening to improve broadband 
across the district. 
 
It was proposed by Councillor Newton and seconded by Leather – 
 
That: 
 
The External Overview & Scrutiny Committee revisit the topic of agriculture in 
conjunction with North Devon Council in 6 months’ time. 
 
(Vote: For – unanimous) 
 
The Chair thanked the guests and Mr Butler reiterated the offer of the NFU doing 
an informative event with TDC. 
 
Mr Butler, Mr May and Mr Bell left the meeting. 
 

22.    EXTERNAL GRANTS WORKING GROUP  
 
An update will be provided at the next meeting. 
 

23.    FIREWORK DISPLAYS / STARLINGS, BIDEFORD  
 
Mr Topham left the room. 
 
The Chair explained that the grounds for his calling-in of the Community & 
Resources Decision were the consideration of the use of the new bridge (A39).  He 
felt a social issue should not have priority over the need to protect members of the 
public and the responsibility to maintain direct access for emergency services.  He 
emphasised that the call-in was on a very specific issue – the closure of the road 
and access for emergency vehicles. 
 
Councillor Leather and Councillor Bushby commented that Devon County Council 
Highways Department had categorically stated that the bridge could not be used for 
the firework display. 
 
Mr Topham re-joined the meeting. 
 
It was proposed by Councillor Pennington, seconded by Councillor Newton and –  
 
Resolved: 
 
That Closure of the new bridge in facilitation of social events should not be 
supported. 
 
(Vote: For 9, Abstentions 1) 
 

24.    PLAY AREAS WORKING GROUP  
 
The Planning & Economy Manager confirmed that the group had not met but the 
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Community Engagement Officer and officers from the Planning Team had been 
working on a brief.  Once the brief is completed the group will be convened to 
consider the information. 
 
Concerns were raised about broken play equipment in many Torridge District 
Council owned sites.  The Planning & Economy Manager said that, as there was 
currently no Play Strategy, works had been put on hold whilst the decision was 
made whether to retain or dispose of sites. 
 
The Planning & Economy Manager told Members that membership of the working 
group was not fixed and could be extended to invite all Overview & Scrutiny 
Committee Members. 
 
It was proposed by Councillor Leather and seconded by Councillor Pennington – 
That: 
 
The play Areas Working Group (Standing item) be removed from the Forward Plan.   
 
(Vote: For – unanimous) 
 
The Lead Member to monitor the progress and report back to the External 
Overview & Scrutiny with any updates. 
 

25.    CONSIDERATION OF THE FORWARD PLAN  
 
21 August - SWAST, ambulance response times and First Responders 
 
It was suggested the list of upcoming items be reorganised to include the names of 
relevant organisations.  Mr Topham to liaise with Janet Williams on the list of 
organisations; to update the Forward Plan and bring back to the meeting on 21 
August. 
 
It was agreed at least 30 minutes should be dedicated to the discussion on the Fire 
Service consultation.  Councillor Ford to take the lead.  In preparation, Councillor 
Ford will meet with Councillor Hames, the fire fighters and the Fire Fighters Union. 
 
The Senior Solicitor advised that a letter could be written from the External 
Overview & Scrutiny Committee in response to the consultation without going to 
Community & Resources first. 
 
Mr Topham made a suggestion that future meetings be scoped.  The Planning & 
Economy Manager replied that traditionally this was done in conjunction with the 
Chair in a meeting prior to the agenda going out. 
 
The Chair suggested that health should be linked in with North Devon Council.  The 
NDHT AGM dates to be confirmed.  

 
The meeting commenced at 6.02 pm and closed at 8.31 pm. 
 
Chair: 

  
Date: 
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ACTION LIST 
Overview & Scrutiny (External) Committee – 17 July 2019 

Minute 
No. 

Raised by 
Action Allocated To Date Contacted Completed 

86 Planning & 
Economy 
Manager 

To set up an officer group to 
consider the findings of the officer 
Task & Finish Group which had 
researched TBID. 
 
05/06/2019 – Report to be brought 
to next meeting 
 

Planning & 
Economy 
Manager 
 

28/05/2019 Withdrawn 

Minute 8 b) Cllr Leather The Burton take exhibitions out to 
the wider Torridge area 
 
17/7/2019 - Cllr C-H told the 
meeting the Burton had plans and 
more information would be given at 
the TDC event evening. 
 

Judith Gentry 07/06/2019 Completed  

Minute 15  To follow up with the Environmental 
Health and Community Safety 
Manager re the list of agencies 
related to health & wellbeing. 

Dem Services e-mailed JWil – 24/07/2019 Completed 

Minute 21 Cllr 
Pennington 

To put something together on 
agriculture to be added to the 
Torridge District Council profile, 
which  reflects the rural nature of 
Torridge 

Chris Dobbs 17/07/2019 
06/0/2019 – e-mail sent to 
NFU for Torridge specific 
statistics and information. 

Ongoing 

Minute 21 Cllr Hames To work closely with the agricultural 
sector in reducing carbon by 2030. 

Sean Kearney / 
Cllr Hames 

17/07/2019  

Minute 21 Cllr Harding To engage better with the public on 
rural matters. 

Sean Kearney 17/07/2019  

P
age 10

A
genda Item

 3



 

 
 

Minute 21 Cllr Newton A joint meeting with North Devon 
Council be convened – Jan/Feb 
2020 

Dem Services e-mail sent to ND 
06/08//2019 – checking 
suitable dates. 

 

Minute 25 Mr Topham List of upcoming items be 
reorganised to include the names of 
relevant organisations.  Mr Topham 
to liaise with Janet Williams on the 
list of organisations; to update the 
Forward Plan and bring back to the 
meeting on 21 August. 

Mr Topham 17/07/2019 Completed 

      

P
age 11



Safer Together
Service Delivery Operating Model Consultation Document  

for Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service

Together
Safer

Together
Safer

“Have your say”
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Introduction    

Our Vision
“Together we will work to end preventable fire and rescue 

emergencies, creating a safer world for you and your family.”

We are proud of the service we provide to 
our communities but we face a challenging 
future. 

The world we live in is changing faster than 
we are as a fire and rescue service and we 
find ourselves with a Service designed as 
an old solution to an old problem. 

This consultation is all about you and 
the ways in which we can keep you safe. 
That’s why we are encouraging you to get 
involved and have your say. 

The purpose of Devon and Somerset 
Fire and Rescue Service is to ‘Protect 

and Save’. Everything we do is working 
towards ending preventable fire and rescue 
emergencies, creating a safer world for you 
and your family. 

We do this by: 

• involving communities and colleagues 
in designing our services 

• innovating, using new technologies and 
approaches to reduce or remove risk 

• influencing behaviour, design and 
legislation, to make living and working 
environments safer. 
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Lee Howell
Chief Fire Officer

Councillor Sara Randall Johnson 
Chair of the Fire Authority

We are proud of our long history. We were 
first established within our two counties in 
1948, joining together in 2007 to become 
Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue 
Service. Our counties look very different 
to how they looked back then and this 
consultation document will explain how we 
could change to reflect the needs of the 
different communities we serve. 

New fire safety measures together with 
work to support people to be safer in their 
homes have led to the number of fires 
attended by our crews falling by more than 
a third in the last 10 years. Fewer people 
are getting injured and dying from fires too. 

We have closely examined the risks 
associated with our communities and the 
activity levels of all of our fire engines over 
the last five years. Some of our stations 
attend only a handful of fires each year and 
yet we currently have 121 frontline  
fire engines – while the maximum we have 
committed at one time is around 50.  

Some of our fire stations have more 
resources than they need and others don’t 
have enough. Matching our resources 
to the specific risks in each community, 
whether it’s in a rural area or in a town or 
city, is what we need to do now. 

Our fleet is expensive. Each fire engine 
costs between £100,000 to £300,000.  
This adds cost pressures to our Service, 
which now receives less funding from  
the Government, and that is set to 
decrease further.

It is important to say that we have 
innovated and have a strong track record of 
making changes that support communities 
while meeting the budget requirement. 

The combination of needing to place our 
resources in areas to match local risks, 
reducing numbers of fires and needing to 
spend our budget wisely means our current 
way of working is not sustainable. Change 
is necessary. 

In this document, you will read about 
proposals to close some of our fire stations 
where activity levels and risks are low. 
You’ll also read about proposals to remove 
a second or third fire engine from some 
stations where they are no longer required. 

We understand that this might sound 
unsettling but we can reassure you that 
we have based this on evidence and will 
continue to keep you safe. We have more 
than enough fire engines to respond to 
risks across our two counties and have the 
evidence to show this.

Savings would be reinvested in supporting 
communities to be safer. We would work to 
improve public safety as a result because 
we will be able to invest more in prevention 
and protection activities, particularly in 
areas where people are most vulnerable. 

We recognise that there will be concerns 
among our staff. We are working with our 
staff to ensure they are fully involved with 
the consultation process and have all the 
support they need. 

We genuinely want to hear your views in 
this consultation – please take time to take 
part and encourage your friends and family 
to participate too. We will listen to these 
concerns, make changes to proposed plans 
where required before a final decision is 
made by the Fire Authority in November. 
Any changes would then start to be 
implemented in 2020.

We want to build a new-look Devon and 
Somerset Fire and Rescue Service to help 
create a safer world for you and your family.  
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About Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service 
   

Our people 
All of our firefighters are highly trained 
individuals who must complete regular 
training and assessments. We have two 
different types of firefighter contracts, 
depending on how much they work for us. 
There is also a volunteer contract. 

Wholetime Firefighters 
Wholetime Firefighters are employed on a 
full or part-time contract and are assigned 
to a fire station. Wholetime fire stations are 
usually located in more densely populated 
areas where there is a higher demand for 
our services.

On-call Firefighters  
(sometimes called retained)
On-call Firefighters are members of 
the local community who respond to 
incidents when alerted by a pager. On-
call Firefighters respond to a fire station 
from their homes or workplaces within five 
minutes. On-call fire stations are located 
in less densely populated and rural areas 
where demand for our service is lower. 
Some firefighters may work as both on-call 
and wholetime.

Volunteer Firefighters
We currently have two volunteer firefighter 
stations, Lundy and Kingston. Those 
firefighters are not paid a retaining fee 
but are paid the Wholetime hourly rate for 
attending incidents and drill nights.

Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service is the largest non-metropolitan fire 
and rescue service and employs almost 2,000 dedicated staff, of which 1,509 are 
operational staff (wholetime and on-call), 36 control staff and 309 are support staff.  

Prevention and protection staff
We have made great strides in our work 
to help people be safe in their own homes 
and when they are driving on our roads. 
We have dedicated staff who identify high 
risk areas or groups of people and work 
with them. This is known as our prevention 
activity.
We have a number of specialist Fire 
Protection Officers who enforce fire safety 
standards in buildings used as places of 
work or for leisure (a building’s safety rests 
with the ‘responsible person’). We also 
work with Local Authorities to enforce the 
regulation of buildings that are homes but 
are not of a single dwelling type (houses 
in multiple occupation and flats with 
communal exit routes). This is known as 
our Protection activity.

Support staff 
Our fire prevention and fire protection 
teams and operational firefighters are 
supported by professional staff who are vital 
in delivering our frontline services. These 
include: training, fleet, equipment, ICT 
(information communications technology), 
communications and engagement, property, 
human resources and finance without these 
support services, our organisation would  
not work. 
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What we do
We have a statutory duty to make provision 
to respond to fires and road traffic collisions 
(RTCs) and promote fire safety. 

There are three main areas of work we 
carry out.

Prevention – working in communities
Prevention work saves lives, especially for 
vulnerable people, and that’s why we’re 
working with our communities and our 
community partners to understand the 
risks and how best to minimise them. We 
do this with a programme of education 
and community engagement that is at the 
forefront of the services we deliver. We 
deliver around 28,000 hours of prevention 
activities each year. This ranges from 
school and community group visits, to 
young driver safety courses as well as 
home safety checks and visits.

Last year we completed more community 
safety activities than incidents attended.

Protection – working with businesses 
and partners 
Our protection work supports businesses 
helping to ensure that all their premises are 
safe, comply with legal requirements, and 
have strong fire safety measures to protect 
their assets, their employees and the public 
who may visit. When necessary, we take 
enforcement action against building owners 
or occupiers (or both) when fire safety is 
below the required standard. Each year we 
carry out more than 18,300 hours of checks 
and audits for non-domestic properties, as 
well as business safety events.

Response
Despite our best efforts, fires and other 
emergencies do happen. Their effect 
is minimised by the skill, bravery and 
expertise of our firefighters, using modern 
fire engines and equipment. 

Types of incidents we respond to
As well as our fire incidents (last year we 
responded to more than 4,000 fires), we 
attend road traffic collisions where people 
are trapped (last year we attended 875 
RTCs). We also respond to a whole range 
of other incidents, which we refer to as 
‘special service’. 

• Hazardous materials – we use specialist 
knowledge and equipment to make an 
area safe after the release of hazardous 
materials. This could be due to a road 
traffic collision or an incident at a 
business. 

• Flooding – we respond to flooding in 
homes and over wide areas like the 
Somerset Moors, if there is a life risk, for 
example if people are trapped in a car. 

• Water rescue – for example a canoeist 
at risk.

• Urban search and rescue – for example 
rescue from a collapsed building, mine 
shaft or sewer.

• Rescue from high places, such as cliffs, 
cranes and high buildings. 

• Large animal rescues – this could be a 
horse stuck in a ditch.

Our fleet and equipment 
We make sure our vehicles and equipment 
meet the highest, modern standards. We 
are introducing new breathing apparatus 
and new lightweight Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) for our firefighters. We 
also launched new vehicles to our fleet – 
Rapid Intervention Vehicles (RIVs) which 
are great at getting down all the narrow 
streets and country roads we have across 
Devon and Somerset, meaning we can 
reach you more easily. 
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Along with 121 fire engines, we also have 
a range of specialist response vehicles 
and equipment to respond to all manner of 
incidents. 
We have a fire boat moored in the 
Plymouth area for responding to boat fires, 
while our specialist 4x4s with portable 
pumping systems help us deal with 
moorland fires. Our specialist equipment 
also allows us to rescue people from a 
range of unusual locations, both high  
and low. 

Working with partners
We have been working in partnership with 
South Western Ambulance Service NHS 
Foundation Trust since 1997, operating 
from 20 fire stations. Our co-responder 
firefighters have received additional training 
to allow them to respond to a variety of life 
threatening medical emergencies within 
the community. They are despatched by 
ambulance control at the same time as 
an ambulance is requested, and travel in 
a fire service vehicle to incidents where 
they are able to attend more quickly than 
an ambulance. This means they are able 
to carry out vital life support until the 
ambulance arrives.  

We have just launched a new initiative with 
Devon and Cornwall Police, employing 
on-call firefighters who are also trained as 
Special Constables, known as Community 
Responders. They carry out fire and rescue 
activity whilst also providing important 
cover for police in areas where there 
has been a reduced community policing 
presence.

The tables on pages 10 and 11 provide 
data on the types of incidents we attend 
and the casualties we deal with.

We deliver around 28,000 hours of 

prevention activities each year

We deliver fire protection visits to non-domestic premises to ensure they are compliant and advise how to make the building safer

We run young driver safety
 activities t

o 

help make young people drive safer o
n 

the roads
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Table 1 – Breakdown of incidents attended in the past five years (April 2014 - March 2019)
  

 
Incident type

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19
2018/19 

% change 
vs  

2014/15

% of all 
incidents 

attended in 
18/19

All incidents 17,466 17,790 16,517 19,724 16,379 6% 100%

All false alarms 5,020 4,982 5,315 5,797 5,803 16% 35%

   False alarm due to apparatus 3,397 3,447 3,872 4,141 3,985 17% 24%

   Good Intent false alarm 1,512 1,431 1,332 1,520 1,692 12% 10%

   Malicious false alarm 111 104 111 136 126 14% 1%

Non-fire incidents1 8,191 8,814 6,969 9,800 5,976 27% 36%

Special service 8,072 8,711 6,904 9,710 5,938 26% 36%

   Other special service 6,677 7,121 5,798 8,650 5,063 24% 31%

   RTCs 1,396 1,589 1,106 1,060 875 37% 5%

All fires 4,255 3,994 4,233 4,127 4,600 8% 28%

   Primary fires2 2,346 2,231 2,341 2,290 2,300 2% 14%

    Primary dwelling fires 979 968 1,006 1,060 926 5% 6%

    Primary road vehicle fires 713 670 716 645 767 8% 5%

    Other primary building fires 543 488 502 456 473 13% 3%

    Other primary fires 111 105 117 129 134 21% 1%

   Secondary fires 1,436 1,363 1,453 1,472 2,012 40% 12%

   Chimney fires 473 400 439 365 326 31% 2%

Table 1 - Highlights

• 35% of the incidents are false alarms

• 28% of incidents are fires

• 36% of incidents are non-fire incidents

Terminology
Fire alarm due to apparatus – when alarm gets triggered by mistake, for example by a spider or electrical problem
Good intent false alarm – genuine mistake
Malicious false alarm  - hoax calls
Special service – non-fire incidents needing attendance, such as road traffic collisions, rescues, flooding or 
hazardous materials (please see page 8 for more information) 
Primary fire – fire in a building, vehicle, tunnel or bridge
Secondary fire – fire on open ground (moor, for example), trees, derelict building or chimney

1 Non-fire incidents include special service calls such as Road Traffic Collisions, flooding, gaining entry, medical co-responding 
along with many other incidents where fire was not present.
2 Primary fires are defined as fires that meet at least one of the following conditions:
    (a) any fire that occurred in a (non-derelict) building, vehicle or outdoor structure,
    (b) any fire involving fatalities, casualties or rescues,
    (c) any fire attended by five or more pumping appliances.

At time of publication 2018/19 data has not been released through the https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/fire-
statistics-data-tables and has been calculated through DSFRS systems.  All other data within the above table has been sourced 
through the national statistics data table 0102 and verified against DSFRS source systems.
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Table 1 – Breakdown of incidents attended in the past five years (April 2014 - March 2019)

Table 2 - Highlights

• Deaths and injuries from fires in Devon and Somerset are low, with nine deaths and  
109 hospitalisations a year over the past five years.

• Casualties from road traffic collisions average 28 deaths and 547 hospitalisations a year 
over the past five years.

Casualty type 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 5 year 
average

Fire related casualties 299 341 303 310 336 318

Deaths1 10 8 11 6 11 9

Hospitalisations2 97 120 86 117 123 109

Precautionary checks3 / 
first aid4

192 213 206 187 202 200

RTC casualties 753 805 692 793 677 743

Deaths 28 23 26 30 35 28

Hospitalisations 576 641 521 582 416 547

Precautionary checks /
first aid

149 141 145 181 226 168

Co-responder casualties 3,701 4,112 2,486 4,186 1,058 3,109

Deaths 104 98 66 94 99 92

Hospitalisations 2,098 2,128 1,088 2,272 572 1,632

Precautionary checks /
first aid

1,499 1,886 1,332 1,820 387 1,385

Other casualties 253 308 437 674 635 462

Deaths 44 37 54 102 81 64

Hospitalisations 151 183 242 347 353 255

Precautionary checks / 
first aid

58 88 141 225 201 143

Table 2 – Trends in casualties from fires and road traffic collisions (RTCs) and other 
emergency special service incidents (SSC) attended by the Service during the past 
five years (April 2014 - March 2019)

1 Fire related deaths are those that would not have otherwise occurred had there not been a fire.
2 Hospitalisations - victim attended hospital either as an outpatient or for an overnight stay.
3 Precautionary check – a precautionary check (to attend hospital or to see a doctor) was recommended (by anyone).
4 First Aid given – first aid given at scene (by anyone), including after a precautionary check.

Nearly two thirds of deaths in accidental dwellings fires in the south West (64.4% or 
94/146) occurred where a smoke alarm was not present or failed to raise the alarm  
(9 years data April 2008 to the end of March 2017).

Over the past 5 years just 41% of dwelling fires we attended were in a property with a 
working smoke alarm that raised the alarm. 

This compares to the national data suggesting 90% of households have a smoke alarm: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/724327/Fire_and_Fire_Safety.pdf
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Where we currently operate
The Service currently has 85 fire stations, 
from which 121 fire engines operate. 

The location of our fire stations is based 
on historic standards of fire cover that 
were originally set in the 1930s. They were 
based on building types, use and density 
with a view that the highest risk factor 
was the ability for fire to spread between 
buildings.Although this has served us well 
it is obvious that building safety standards 
have improved and the locations of 
buildings and the subsequent population 
has changed in the last 80 years. This 
means the risk is different, presenting us 
with challenges in delivering an effective 
and efficient service.

This map shows all of our fire station 
locations and what types of service 
they offer. Where stations are noted as 

Woolacombe
Ilfracombe

Lynton

Barnstaple
Braunton

Porlock
Minehead

Williton

Nether Stowey

Cheddar Frome
Wells

Shepton Mallet

Glastonbury

Street

Somerton

Martock
Yeovil

Chard
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Sidmouth

Exmouth
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On-call
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Totnes
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Plympton
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Greenbank
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Topsham
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Bridgwater

Burnham
On Sea

Combe
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Map showing existing fire stations and crewing arrangements

Last year, Devon and 
Somerset Fire and 

Rescue Service had  
the lowest number  
of  domestic fires  

ever recorded across 
both counties

Did you know...?

wholetime and on-call, this is because 
they have fire engines that are crewed by 
wholetime and on-call staff.
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Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue 
Service was originally designed more 
than 50 years ago. Since then, the make-
up of our communities and the way in 
which people live their lives has changed 
significantly. The majority of our existing 85 
fire stations have been in place for well over 
30 years and the firefighter duty systems 
have not changed since the 1970s. 

If we were to start from scratch and rebuild 
our fire service with new fire stations and 
duty systems to meet today’s needs, it would 
undoubtedly look a lot different.

In future, we need to make sure we can 
prioritise and increase our capacity to deliver 
targeted prevention and protection activities 
in our communities, focusing on the known 
risks in each area.

We must change to make sure we are 
providing the best possible response to 
match the modern risks of today. We need 
increased availability to ensure we can give 
the right response, at the right time, whilst 
making the most efficient use of resources. 

We also need to make significant financial 
savings. The funding we receive is changing, 
with anticipated reduced grant funding 
from the Government. Alongside this, costs 
are increasing, so we will need to meet a 
potentially significant revenue shortfall to 
enable the service provision to continue.

Why we need to change   
 

The way we live has  
changed our risks 
Our population – we know, through our 
extensive analysis, that certain people are 
more at risk from fire. Through our research 
into fire deaths in South West England 
we know that those aged 85 and over are 
most at risk of dying in a fire. Devon and 
Somerset’s population of those aged 85  
and over is set to almost double by 2029 
(43% increase). 

The geography of our area has changed 
and continues to change. With large new 
housing estates planned in areas such as 
Cranbrook near Exeter, Sherford in Plymouth 
and Taunton Garden Town bringing large 
population increases and changes, we need 
to respond to these changing risks. 

Our lifestyles 
The smoking ban and reduction in smoking 
habits, changes to furniture and furnishing 
regulations; the widespread use of smoke 
alarms, and even the introduction of the 
oven chip, have all contributed to reducing 
fire risks inside the home.

These changes have all led to reductions in 
fires. Nationally, fires have reduced by 33%*. 
In real terms in Devon and Somerset, this 
means that 56 (including Lundy) of our fire 
station areas have fewer than 10 dwelling 
fires a year, while eight (including Lundy) 
of our fire station areas have fewer than 10 
fires of all types a year, and sometimes these 
might only be minor fires, such as dustbin 
fires. (Data is a five year average taken from 
April 2014 to March 2019 inclusive.)

 In 1988, just 8% of  
households had a smoke 

alarm, but thanks to better 
fire safety awareness and 

prevention work, by 2015 this 
had increased to 93%

Did you know...?

*Refers to period 2007/8-2017/18 

Source:  
FIRE0102  https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-
sets/fire-statistics-data-tables#incidents-attended
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While we currently provide a sufficiently 
high level of service, there are aspects that 
are no longer matching risk. We have too 
many fire engines and staff in areas where 
risks are low and demand has fallen, and in 
other areas where the risk has increased, 
we do not have enough resources. 

Due to the changing nature of employment 
within our communities over the years, we 
cannot recruit and retain sufficient on-call 
Firefighters to crew all of our existing fire 
engines as less people now work in the 
communities in which they live. Of those 
that do, many cannot afford (or cannot be 
released by their employers) to leave their 
jobs when their pager activates to attend 
emergency incidents for us. Our current 
requirement is for on-call staff to live and 
work within five minutes of a fire station. 
This may mean that even if a fire engine is 
at a fire station, there may not be enough 

firefighters available to crew it.

The chart below shows the demand for and 
availability of our fire engines (May 2016 - 
April 2019). They may not be available due 
to mechanical faults, training and shortages 
of firefighters at certain times.

We have talked about shifts in the 
population of Devon and Somerset, 
but along with these new housing 
developments, there have been huge 
changes in our road networks. In some 
areas we have challenges navigating 
through busy traffic to reach emergencies, 
whilst in other areas, the new road networks 
help us to reach locations faster than before. 

We need to change our requirements 
for staff to make sure we have sufficient 
availability, and reconsider the location of 
fire stations to match resource to risk.

Chart 1. 
Demand for, and availability of, fire engines from May 2016 - April 2019 inclusive

This is the maximum number of fire engines either at incidents or on their way to a incident

Average number of fire engines available

Average number of fire engines committed to incidents
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This shaded area shows the number of fire engines not 
being used during the course of an average day

121 fire engines across all of our Service

Challenges around availability and demand for our fire and 
rescue service
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How we analyse and model risk 
Analysing risk helps support decision-
making. Our analysts closely examine lots 
of risk data and information, transforming 
it into intelligence. We then use this to 
evaluate different options for the future. We 
look at the following types of information:

• Household make up (people, ages, risk 
factors, number, location).

• Types of building (offices, factories, 
houses, flats, listed buildings etc).

• Our own incident and crewing data.

• Partner information (from other 
emergency services).

• Road networks and road safety.

We have created a risk modelling tool so 
we can assess how changes to fire service 
activity could impact on our communities. 
This means we can now aim to match 
our resources (our crews, equipment and 
fleet) to the risks specific to each of our 
communities.

We have used our risk modelling tools 
along with our engagement with staff and 
other stakeholders to help us to formulate 
the six options for how we can operate 
Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue 
Service.  

We need to reshape our 
Service
We need to reshape our service delivery 
to provide an efficient service response to 
risk, meeting our statutory fire and road 
traffic collision duties and addressing 
over and under capacity. Updating duty 
systems, to better match both response 
requirements and staff needs will release 
resources to support further investment 
in prevention and protection activities to 
reduce future risk. The proposed new 
operating model encompasses stations, 
fire engines, operational duty systems and 
staffing levels.

What we are proposing to change
The changing risks across our two counties 
will mean that in Devon and Somerset 
we do not need as many fire engines and 
firefighters as before. The role of firefighters 
may broaden and their activities will 
become more diverse so they fit better with 
the evolving needs of local communities.

In contrast, what we need to do is invest 
more in prevention and protection activity 
to help people stay safe in their homes and 
where they work and visit. We can only do 
this by reallocating the resources we have.

   

Stakeholder involvement 
It’s really important to us to involve our 
communities and colleagues in designing 
our services. We have conducted a series 
of workshops and engagement drop-
in sessions for staff across Devon and 
Somerset, with 350-400 staff from all levels 
of the organisation directly engaging and 
feeding back into the process. 

A number of options for improvement 
to meet our changing needs have been 
identified which have resulted in the co-
design and development of new duty 
system proposals which staff will be 
consulted on shortly. 

There has been ongoing engagement 
with staff to hear their views and gather 
their feedback to inform our final proposed 
service delivery options presented in this 
document. 

Our external stakeholders, including 
communities, have also been involved in 
shaping the proposed options and were 
engaged through a series of focus groups 
across the two counties, culminating in an 
options appraisal workshop.
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Our Response Strategy   

As a fire and rescue service, we are 
required to have an evidence-based 
strategy in place for responding to fires, 
road traffic collisions and other incidents in 
our communities today and in the future. 
This strategy is based on placing the right 
level of resources in each area based on 
the level of risk and meeting our statutory 
obligations to attend fires and road traffic 
collisions. We also need to be mindful of the 
other types of incidents we attend such as 
flooding, rescues from water and height and 
supporting other services to help save lives.

Due to the largely rural nature of our two 
counties and the fact that many of our 
stations were built in locations where they 
were most needed more than 50 years ago 
(and not necessarily where we would locate 
them today) it has not always been possible 
to meet the required response standard at 
all house fires and road traffic collisions. 

Our new response strategy needs to 
consider a realistic combination of the 
following:

•   where those people at highest risk live 
and work

•   actual travel times

•   potential future changes to both 
buildings and infrastructure

•   reduction in risk brought about by our 
prevention and protection work.

Our communities have a right to know what 
the appropriate response to an incident is 
and how long it should take for one or more 
fire engines to reach them. 

We will respond to emergency incidents 
using National Operational Guidance and 
National Incident Types. The requirements 
of these nationally agreed approaches 
are built into our training and control room 
systems. By combining the resources 

available at any one time we will ensure 
that we arrive at any incident as quickly 
as we can to commence an emergency 
intervention. 

Crewing
We will crew our service vehicles with 
trained and competent staff. Co-responding 
vehicles will be crewed by the same 
personnel that crew our front line vehicles 
and by a maximum of two qualified 
personnel. Only one incident commander 
will be required for smaller incidents. 
Therefore service vehicles that have 
sufficient numbers of crew but no incident 
command trained firefighter will still be 
mobilised to incidents where an incident 
commander is attending on another fire 
service vehicle. 

Appliances (fire engines)
We will operate with various types of 
front line pumping appliances that carry 
variations in equipment, water tank capacity 
and ladder height that are relevant to the 
risk areas and incident types identified in 
the two counties. In addition we will operate 
specialist vehicles to provide us with the 
right resources to deal with additional 
risks and scenarios that require a more 
specific or enhanced response. We will 
also continue to provide a co-responding 
service in partnership with South Western 
Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust 
(SWAST).

Station Locations 
Stations will be located in order to provide 
the best response to the communities of 
Devon and Somerset. Locations will be 
kept under review in order that identified 
changes in risk and infrastructure are 
accommodated to ensure high quality 
response arrangements are maintained. 

We will maintain availability of our crews in 
accordance with the individual risk profiles 
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Incident type and 
location

First 
attendance
(minutes)

Full 
attendance
(minutes)

Number 
of 

personnel

Minimum number 
of fire engines

House fire 10 13 9 1

House fire where 
we already know we 
cannot attend within 
10 minutes

12 2 

Road Traffic 
Collision (RTC) 
single carriageway 
(1 person trapped)

15 18 8 2

RTC Dual 
Carriageway  
(1 person trapped)

15 18 10 3

18

of the communities across Devon and 
Somerset. This means that the numbers 
and locations of staff and fire engines will 
be appropriate to the demand in each area. 

We will use a variety of shift patterns to 
allow our staff to respond to incidents but 
still have a positive work-life balance. 

We will provide information to our 
communities to help them understand the 
time that they can expect an emergency 
response from any point within the Service 
area. This information will be available 
electronically.

Emergency response 
We will provide a response across Devon 
and Somerset from strategic locations.

We will maintain availability in accordance 
with the individual risk profiles of the 
communities across Devon and Somerset. 
This means that availability will vary 
depending on location, vehicle and staff 
availability and times of the day and night.

We will use a variety of duty systems to 
allow our personnel to maintain availability 
of service vehicles with maximum flexibility 
to support a positive work life balance.

We will provide a facility to allow the public 
to understand the time that they can expect 
an emergency response attendance from 
any point within the Service area. This 
facility will be available electronically.

The table below shows our Emergency 
Response Standards. Where we state a 
minimum number of personnel these will 
not all be on one fire engine, even if we 
only need the equipment on one fire engine 
to deal with the incident.

Table 3 - Emergency Response Standards
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We have six elements of the Service, that from analysis and engagement with staff and 
stakeholders, show us how we can change to deliver a new model for the future.  
These elements, along with the stations affected, include:

Station closures        Appledore, Ashburton, Budleigh Salterton, Colyton, Kingston,   
          Porlock, Topsham, Woolacombe

Third fire 
engine removal

Second fire 
engine removal

Change of status 
to day crewing

Change of status  
of second fire  
engine to on-call  
at night only

Introduction of  
six day crewed  
roving fire engines

   

Our way of dealing with this is a set of six options which are presented as an escalating 
and balanced set of outcomes. However, we are also interested to know if you think these 
elements could be combined in a different way to develop a new service model. We have 
also included a further option, option seven, which gives you the opportunity to select 
those service elements which you feel would best meet the challenges as set out in the 
consultation document.

Options for change    

Crediton, Lynton, Martock, Totnes

Bridgwater, Taunton, Torquay, Yeovil

Barnstaple, Exmouth, Paignton

Brixham, Chard, Dartmouth, Frome, Honiton, Ilfracombe, 
Okehampton, Sidmouth, Tavistock, Teignmouth, Tiverton, Wellington,  
Wells, Williton

Mobile fire engines crewed by day duty firefighters in areas of 
greater risk across Devon and Somerset
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The options for consideration are:

Option 1 - Station closures

Option 2 - Station closures and removal of all third fire engines

Option 3 - Station closures, removal of all third and some second fire engines

Option 4 - Station closures, removal of all third and some second fire engines and   
        change of status to day crewing

Option 5 - Station closures, removal of all third and some second fire engines, change   
               of status to day crewing and change of status of second fire engines to on-call  
        at night only

Option 6 - Station closures, removal of all third and some second fire engines,                                         
                  change of status to day crewing, change of status of second fire engines   
        to on-call at night only and introduction of day crewed roving fire engines

Option 7 - Mix and match option, to include any combination of the elements used in the  
        other options. You can tell us in more detail specific stations or fire engines   
        from the list on page 20 that you would like to include or not include. But please  
        state your reasons for this.
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Terminology to help you understand the options
Vehicles
Medium Rescue Pump (MRP) – a traditional fire engine with a ladder, water tank 
and equipment to deal with a variety of incidents.
Light Rescue Pump (LRP) – a smaller fire engine that carries most of the 
equipment of a MRP but easier to drive down narrow lanes.
Rapid Intervention Vehicle (RIV) – smaller vehicle that carries the latest firefighting 
technology to replace some of the lesser- used equipment carried on an MRP  
and LRP. 
Pump 2 / pump 3 – refers to the second or third fire engine based at a station. 

Staff 
Co-responders – refers to our partnership with South Western Ambulance Service 
NHS Foundation Trust, where firefighters also respond to life-threatening medical 
emergencies. (Read more about this on page 9). 
Crewing – refers to the firefighters who crew the fire engines/vehicles.
Day crewing – crewing a station with wholetime firefighters during the day.
Night crewing – crewing a station with on-call firefighters during the night  
(6pm - 8am).
On-call firefighters (sometimes called retained) – fully trained and qualified 
firefighters who also work in other employment and respond to an emergency call 
when alerted by a pager. (More about on-call firefighters on page 6).
Wholetime firefighter – a firefighter that is employed full-time.

Statutory duties
Dwelling fire – a fire in a domestic property such as a house, flat, apartment etc.
Road Traffic Collision (RTC) – vehicle accident.

Financial
Capital savings – refers to savings made on land, buildings and vehicles.
Revenue savings – refers to savings made on day to day expenses such as 
salaries, heat, light and fuel

Miscellaneous
Roving appliances – a mobile fire engine crewed by day duty firefighters in areas 
where our risk modelling tells us there is a likelihood of needing to respond to an 
incident, and where we need to deliver more prevention and protection work.
Wholetime station – a station that provides cover 24 hours a day.
Home Fire Safety Visit – identifies any potential fire or safety risks within the home, 
advises the householder what to do in order to reduce or prevent these risks, helps them 
put together an escape plan in case a fire does break out and ensure the householder 
has working smoke alarms. This can include the installation of a smoke alarm(s).
Business Fire Safety Check – is a simple check to see if the premises and its 
occupants are reasonably safe from fire. 
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Option 1
• Station closures

Station closures

Appledore

Ashburton

Budleigh Salterton

Colyton

Kingston

Porlock

Topsham

Woolacombe

Fire engine relocated

Relocate one fire engine from Topsham to Middlemoor

Revenue Savings

£387,636 (per year)

Protection:
Business Fire Safety Checks

Up to 3,000* (per year)

Prevention:
Home Fire Safety Visits

Up to 7,000* (per year)

Capital Savings

£3,325,000 (one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

All of these stations are located in low risk areas for fires and road traffic collisions, the 
communities they serve can all be supported by neighbouring stations within a 15 minute 
radius and they are not required to support any special risk requirements. In addition they 
are all low activity stations with varying availability.

* These figures are potential numbers of activities that could be carried out from revenue savings made by the options.

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines
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-
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£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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Map showing stations affected in option 1

Number of 
dwelling fire 
fatalities per 

year

Dwelling fire 
risk change 
percentage

Road traffic 
collisions 

(RTC) fatalities 
per year

Road traffic 
collisions (RTC)

risk change 
percentage

Current 
performance

7.85 0% 33.6 0%

Theoretical full 
availability

7.61 -3% 33.14 -1.37%

Option 1 7.66
-2.34%  

(reduced risk) 33.24
-1.06%

(reduced risk)

Risk Model Outputs for option 1 
Here are the numbers from our risk model tool for option 1, the columns in bold are the 
predicted annual fatalities for dwelling fires and RTCs.

24

These risk figures only reflect the change in response arrangements. Further risk reduction 
will be gained by delivery of more prevention and protection activity as previously indicated.
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Strengths
•  The impact on risk is minimal as these are low risk areas. The number of Incidents   

attended in station area by affected fire engines in 2018 ranged from 4 - 43  
indicating a minimal impact on neighbouring stations to provide cover.

•  When incidents do occur, there are nearby stations within a 15 minutes radius who are 
able to respond.

•  This option addresses inefficient use of staff, buildings and equipment. This allows 
reallocation of resources from low risk areas to high risk areas.

•  This option would mean no further difficulties with crewing availability and recruitment on 
those stations.

•  Transfer of one fire engine from a closing station to another station will increase initial 
response capability in the high risk area supported by the new location. This will reduce 
risk as the vehicle will be in a better location to respond.

•  This option will release resources (staff, engines, equipment and savings) to support 
other areas of the service.

•  This option will reduce ongoing running and maintenance costs of station buildings.

Weaknesses
•  The impact on staff in these locations including their roles being at risk of no longer 

being required. Support offered through any transition will reflect the Service’s policy.

•  By itself, the option will not provide sufficient release of resources (people, funds, engines 
and equipment) to enable other Service improvements, such as increasing Prevention 
and Protection activities to continue to reduce risk in our communities.

•  The wider role of the station within the community and perceived loss.

Opportunities
•  Potential for staff at risk to work for the Service in different stations or roles.

Threats
•  The public may feel that this option alone does not address Service changes needed to 

support more efficient use of public funds.

•  Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary & Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) 
may not view that these changes are sufficient for an efficient and effective service.

•  Representative Bodies (Unions) may not accept the proposed changes on behalf of their 
members.

Option 1 - rationale for change
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Option 2
• Station closures

• Removal of all third fire engines

Station closures

Appledore

Ashburton

Budleigh Salterton

Colyton

Kingston

Porlock

Topsham

Woolacombe

Fire engine relocated

Relocate one fire engine from Topsham to Middlemoor

Third fire engine removals

Bridgwater

Taunton

Torquay

Yeovil

X

X

X

X

In addition to the closures noted in option 1 we propose the removal of a third fire engine 
at four stations. 
These fire engines are crewed by on-call firefighters in urban risk areas. They are the only 
locations where three fire engines are located due to historical reasons and do not fit the 
new risk profile. As such these fire engines are rarely used and are often unavailable and 
could therefore be removed from service.

Revenue Savings

£544,204 (per year)

Protection:
Business Fire Safety Checks

Up to 4,000* (per year)

Prevention:
Home Fire Safety Visits

Up to 10,000* (per year)

Capital Savings

£4,525,000 (one-off saving)
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Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
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with two fire 
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-
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-

-

-

-

-
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£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000
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Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8
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4

4
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OPTION 6
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-
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-
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-
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programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000
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Business Fire
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Cost savings
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* These figures are potential numbers of activities that could be carried out from revenue savings made by the options.
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* These figures are potential numbers of activities that could be carried out from revenue savings made by the options.
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Fire engine relocation

Map showing stations affected in option 2

Risk Model Outputs for option 2 
Here are the numbers from our risk model tool for option 2, the columns in bold are the 
predicted annual fatalities for dwelling fires and RTCs.

Number of 
dwelling fire 
fatalities per 

year

Dwelling fire 
risk change 
percentage

Road traffic 
collisions 

(RTC) fatalities 
per year

Road traffic 
collisions (RTC)

risk change 
percentage

Current 
performance

7.85 0% 33.6 0%

Theoretical full 
availability

7.61 -3% 33.14 -1.37%

Option 2 7.66 -2.34%  
(reduced risk)

33.24 -1.06%
(reduced risk)

These risk figures only reflect the change in response arrangements. Further risk reduction 
will be gained by delivery of more prevention and protection activity as previously indicated.
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Strengths
•  Removing third fire engines has a minimal on risk in the station areas affected. The number 

of incidents attended in station area by affected engines in 2018 ranged from 3-30.

•  Incidents where a greater number of fire engines are required can be supported by 
bringing fire engines from a number of other nearby stations as currently.

•  This option will help reduce difficulties with crewing availability and recruitment.

•  This option will release resources (staff, engines, equipment and savings) to support 
other areas of the Service.

•  It will reduce ongoing fire engine running, maintenance and staff training costs.

•  This will reduce ongoing running and maintenance costs of station buildings.

Weaknesses
•  The impact on staff in these locations including their roles being at risk. Support offered 

through any transition will reflect the Service’s policy.

•  Public perception of losing engines and response capacity. Engines however were rarely 
used and often unavailable.

•  Combining Option 1 and 2 may not provide sufficient release of resources (staff, funds, 
engines and equipment) to enable other service improvements, such as increasing 
Prevention and Protection activities to continue to reduce risk in our communities.

•  From Option 1 - the wider role of the station within the community and perceived loss 
through closure.

Opportunities
•  Potential for staff at risk to work for the Service in different stations or roles.

•  Crewing availability difficulties for some of these fire engines is reduced.

Threats
•  The public may feel that Option 2 alone does not address service changes needed to 

support more efficient use of public funds.

•  Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary & Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) 
may not view that these changes are sufficient for an efficient and effective service.

•  Representative Bodies (Unions) may not accept the proposed changes on behalf of  
their members.

Option 2 - rationale for change
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Option 3
• Station closures

• Removal of all third fire engines

• Removal of some second fire engines

Second fire engine removals

Crediton

Lynton

Martock

Totnes

Third fire engine removals

Bridgwater

Taunton

Torquay

Yeovil

Station closures

Appledore

Ashburton

Budleigh Salterton

Colyton

Kingston

Porlock

Topsham

Woolacombe

X X

X X

X X

X X

Fire engine relocated

Relocate one fire engine from Topsham to Middlemoor

Four second fire engines have also been identified as not contributing to reducing risk 
across Devon and Somerset. These fire engines are all crewed by On-call firefighters 
in low risk areas. Removal of these vehicles will still leave a fire engine at the station 
providing the correct level of response. These fire engines are not active and suffer from 
low availability.

Revenue Savings

£661,094 (per year)

Protection:
Business Fire Safety Checks

Up to 5,000* (per year)

Prevention:
Home Fire Safety Visits

Up to 12,000* (per year)

Capital Savings

£5,725,000 (one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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-
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Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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-
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8
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1
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4
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4
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-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Business Fire
Safety Checks
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Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
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Day crewing
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with two fire 
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-

-
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8

8

8
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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£661,094 £5,725,000
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Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

* These figures are potential numbers of activities that could be carried out from revenue savings made by the options.
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Map showing stations affected in option 3
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Risk Model Outputs for option 3 
Here are the numbers from our risk model tool for option 3, the columns in bold are the 
predicted annual fatalities for dwelling fires and RTCs.

Number of 
dwelling fire 
fatalities per 

year

Dwelling fire 
risk change 
percentage

Road traffic 
collisions 

(RTC) fatalities 
per year

Road traffic 
collisions (RTC)

risk change 
percentage

Current 
performance

7.85 0% 33.6 0%

Theoretical full 
availability 7.61 -3% 33.14 -1.37%

Option 3 7.67 -2.01%  
(reduced risk)

33.26 -1.03%
(reduced risk)

These risk figures only reflect the change in response arrangements. Further risk reduction 
will be gained by delivery of more prevention and protection activity as previously indicated.
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Strengths (All strengths from options 1 & 2 apply)
•  The removal of second fire engines in these areas has little impact on risk. The number 

of incidents attended in station areas by affected engines in 2018 ranged from 5-20.

•  The fire engines considered for removal had low availability in 2018/19, ranging from 
4%-43%. Therefore their removal will have little impact on response to incidents.

•  This option will help reduce difficulties with crewing availability and recruitment.

•  This option will release resources (staff, engines, equipment and savings) to support 
other areas of the service.

•  It will further reduce ongoing engine running, maintenance and staff training costs.

•  This will reduce ongoing running and maintenance costs of station buildings.

Weaknesses
•  The impact on staff in these locations including their roles being at risk. Support offered 

through any transition will reflect the Service’s policy.

•  Public perception of losing engines and response capacity. Engines however were rarely 
used and often unavailable.

•  Combining Option 1, 2 and 3 may not provide sufficient release of resources (staff, 
funds, engines and equipment) to enable other service improvements, such as 
increasing Prevention and Protection activities to continue to reduce risk in our 
communities.

•  From Option 1 - the wider role of the station within the community and perceived loss 
through closure.

Opportunities
•  Potential for staff at risk to work for the Service in different stations or roles.

•  Crewing availability difficulties for some of these fire engines is reduced.

Threats
•  Any unexpected change in risk profile over time may increase the need for a second 

engine. This would however be identified in the 4 yearly Integrated Risk Management 
Plan (IRMP) the Service develops.

•  The public may feel that Option 3 alone does not address service changes needed to 
support more efficient use of public funds.

•  Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary & Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) 
may not view that these changes are sufficient for an efficient and effective service.

•  Representative Bodies (Unions) may not accept the proposed changes on behalf of  
their members.

Option 3 - rationale for change
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Option 4
• Station closures

• Removal of all third fire engines

• Removal of some second fire engines

Second fire engine removals

Crediton

Lynton

Martock

Totnes

Day crewing for stations with two fire engines

Barnstaple

Exmouth

Paignton

Third fire engine removals

Bridgwater

Taunton

Torquay

Yeovil

Station closures

Appledore

Ashburton

Budleigh Salterton

Colyton

Kingston

Porlock

Topsham

Woolacombe

X X

X X

X X

X X

Fire engine relocated

Relocate one fire engine from Topsham to Middlemoor

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

• Change of status to day crewing

This option focuses on three wholetime stations, changing from 24 hour wholetime crewing 
to wholetime day crewing and on-call night crewing. This reflects the risk profile of those 
areas in comparison to other large towns in Devon and Somerset that are covered by on-
call firefighters. The demand for resources on these stations is in some cases less than 
that of an on-call station.

First fire engine changes.  
From: 24 hour wholetime crewing  
To: Wholetime day crewing and on-call night crewing

Second fire engine stays as  
24 hour on-call cover

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Revenue Savings

£2,579,547 (per year)

Capital Savings

£5,725,000 (one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving) Page 43
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Map showing stations involved in option 4

Woolacombe Porlock

Kingston

Budleigh
Salterton

Appledore

Topsham

Middlemoor

Ashburton

Colyton

Second fire engine removed
Station closures

Third fire engine removed

Ilfracombe
Lynton

Lynton

Barnstaple

Barnstaple

Braunton

Minehead

Williton

Nether Stowey

Cheddar Frome
Wells

Shepton Mallet

Glastonbury

Street

Somerton

Martock

Martock

Yeovil

Yeovil

Chard

Axminster
Honiton

Ottery St Mary

Seaton
Sidmouth

Exmouth

Exmouth

Dawlish
Teignmouth

Wholetime
Wholetime & on-call
On-call
Volunteer

Newton Abbot

Buckfastleigh Torquay

Torquay

Totnes

Totnes

Ivybridge
Plympton

Crownhill
Camel’s Head

Greenbank
Plymstock Modbury

Lundy

Paignton

Paignton

Brixham

Dartmouth

Salcombe

Kingsbridge

Bovey
Tracey

Ilminster

Taunton

Taunton

Wellington
Bideford

TivertonWitheridge

Chulmleigh

Holsworthy Hatherleigh

Hartland

Torrington

South
Molton

Dulverton

Bampton

Cullompton

Crediton

Crediton

Chagford

Tavistock

Princetown

Yelverton
Bere Alston

Okehampton

North
Tawton

Moretonhampstead

Danes Castle

Middlemoor SHQ & USAR

 Wiveliscombe

Crewkerne

Castle Cary

Wincanton

Bridgwater

Bridgwater

Burnham
On Sea

Combe
Martin

Fire engine relocation
Change to day crewing

Protection:
Business Fire Safety Checks

Up to 5,000* (per year)

Prevention:
Home Fire Safety Visits

Up to 12,000* (per year)
Station

closures
Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

* These figures are potential numbers of activities that could be carried out from revenue savings made by the options.

Risk Model Outputs for option 4 
Here are the numbers from our risk model tool for option 4, the columns in bold are the 
predicted annual fatalities for dwelling fires and RTCs.

Number of 
dwelling fire 
fatalities per 

year

Dwelling fire 
risk change 
percentage

Road traffic 
collisions 

(RTC) fatalities 
per year

Road traffic 
collisions (RTC)

risk change 
percentage

Current 
performance

7.85 0% 33.6 0%

Theoretical full 
availability

7.61 -3% 33.14 -1.37%

Option 4 7.76 -1.08%  
(reduced risk) 33.36 -0.71%

(reduced risk)

These risk figures only reflect the change in response arrangements. Further risk reduction 
will be gained by delivery of more prevention and protection activity as previously indicated.
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Strengths (All strengths from options 1, 2 & 3 apply)
•  This option adjusts the level of response provision to better match the risk profile of 

these risk areas. Existing level of risk in these areas is similar to that of some existing 
on-call stations and therefore moving to on-call provision at night for both fire engines 
better matches the risk profile of the area.

•  This enables significant reduction in night-time station running costs without significantly 
impacting the risk faced by the community.

•  The three stations identified already have on-call provision for the second engine, this 
potentially eases the transition to on-call staffing provision at night for both engines. 

•  Where Options 1, 2 and 3 are reducing the requirement for on-call staff, this option is 
introducing further demand for on-call staff at night.

•  In particular this option will introduce significant savings, identified across vehicle, station 
and staff costs, enabling a more efficient and effective service.

Weaknesses
•  The impact on staff in these locations including their roles being at risk. Support offered 

through any transition will reflect the Service’s policy.

•  Particular impact on staff of moving from Whole-time 24/7 to a day crewed duty system. 
Support will be provided for any staff in transition.

•  Public perception of losing risk response capacity at night in these three areas. Risk 
response can be sustained by the on-call provision identified.

•  From Option 1 - the wider role of the station within the community and perceived loss 
through closure.

Opportunities
•  Potential for staff at risk to work for the Service in different stations or roles.

•  Crewing availability difficulties for some of these fire engines is reduced.

•  HMICFRS view of the options demonstrating sufficient efficiency of the Service.

Threats
•   Representative Bodies (Unions) may not accept the proposed changes on behalf of  
    their members.

Option 4 - rationale for change
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Option 5
• Station closures

• Removal of all third fire engines

• Removal of some second fire engines

Second fire engine removals

Crediton

Lynton

Martock

Totnes

Day crewing for stations with two fire engines

Barnstaple

Exmouth

Paignton

Third fire engine removals

Bridgwater

Taunton

Torquay

Yeovil

Station closures

Appledore

Ashburton

Budleigh Salterton

Colyton

Kingston

Porlock

Topsham

Woolacombe

X X

X X

X X

X X

Fire engine relocated

Relocate one fire engine from Topsham to Middlemoor

• Change of status to day crewing

• On-call night crewing of second  
fire engine

Our risk profile indicates that dwelling fire risk increases in the evening and overnight when 
people are in their homes. Therefore a second fire engine on certain stations during the 
day is not necessary. The first fire engine in these 14 locations will continue to be available 
24 hours per day.

First fire engine changes.  
From: 24 hour wholetime crewing  
To: Wholetime day crewing and on-call night crewing

Second fire engine stays as  
24 hour on-call cover

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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Map showing stations involved in option 5

Woolacombe Porlock

Kingston

Budleigh
Salterton

Appledore

Topsham

Middlemoor

Ashburton

Colyton

Second fire engine removed
Station closures

Third fire engine removed

Ilfracombe

Ilfracombe

Lynton

Lynton

Barnstaple

Barnstaple

Braunton

Minehead

Williton

Williton

Nether Stowey

Cheddar Frome

Frome

Wells
Shepton Mallet

Glastonbury

Street

Somerton

Martock

Martock

Yeovil

Yeovil

Chard

Chard

Axminster
Honiton

Honiton

Ottery St Mary

Seaton
Sidmouth

Sidmouth

Exmouth

Exmouth

Dawlish
Teignmouth

Teignmouth

Wholetime
Wholetime & on-call
On-call
Day duty and on-call
Volunteer

Newton Abbot

Buckfastleigh Torquay

Torquay

Totnes

Totnes

Ivybridge
Plympton

Crownhill
Camel’s Head

Greenbank
Plymstock Modbury

Lundy

Paignton

Paignton

Brixham

Brixham

Dartmouth

Dartmouth

Salcombe

Kingsbridge

Bovey
Tracey

Ilminster

Taunton

Taunton

Wellington

Wellington

Wells

Bideford

Tiverton

Tiverton

Witheridge

Chulmleigh

Holsworthy Hatherleigh

Hartland

Torrington

South
Molton

Dulverton

Bampton

Cullompton

Crediton

Crediton

Chagford

Tavistock

Tavistock

Princetown

Yelverton
Bere Alston

Okehampton

Okehampton

North
Tawton

Moretonhampstead

Danes Castle

Middlemoor SHQ & USAR

 Wiveliscombe

Crewkerne

Castle Cary

Wincanton

Bridgwater

Bridgwater

Burnham
On Sea

Combe
Martin

Fire engine relocation
Change to day crewing
Change to night crewing

Night crewing of second fire engine for stations with two fire engines

Brixham

Chard

Dartmouth

Frome

Honiton

Ilfracombe

Okehampton

First fire engine will not 
change and will stay with  
24 hour on-call crewing

Second fire engine changes 
From: 24 hour on-call crewing 
To: on-call night cover  
(6pm - 8am only)

Sidmouth

Tavistock

Teignmouth

Tiverton

Wellington

Wells

Williton

Revenue Savings
£2,925,197 (per year)

Protection:
Business Fire Safety Checks

Up to 8,000* (per year)

Prevention:
Home Fire Safety Visits

Up to 18,000* (per year)

Capital Savings

£5,725,000 (one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

* These figures are potential numbers of activities that could be carried out from revenue savings made by the options.
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* These figures are potential numbers of activities that could be carried out from revenue savings made by the options.

37

Strengths (All strengths from options 1, 2, 3 & 4 apply)
•  This option focuses on matching our response to the risks faced in these areas 

throughout the day. This means reducing cover to one engine during the day when risk 
demand is low, and matching increased night risk demand with two engines.

•  The first fire engine remains with 24/7 on-call provision.

•  There could be increased opportunity for on-call recruitment as on-call cover can be flexibly 
provided from where they live (rather than from work location areas if not the same).

•  Significant released resources (staff, engines, equipment, savings) enabling increased 
prevention and protection activities within communities.

•  HMICFRS evaluation of effectively matching resources to risk.

Weaknesses
•  The impact on staff in these locations including their roles being at risk. Support offered 

through any transition will reflect the Service’s policy.

•  The potential impact on staff with no requirement for day time on-call cover and 
therefore there will be a reduction in staff payments to attend incidents.

•  Public perception of losing response capacity during the day in these 14 identified areas. 
Risk however within these areas is low during the day and can be covered by the other 
engine at the station.

•  From Option 1 - the wider role of the station within the community and perceived loss 
through closure.

Opportunities
•  Potential for staff at risk to work for the Service in different stations or roles.

Threats
•  Representative Bodies (Unions) may not accept the proposed changes on behalf of  
    their members.

Option 5 - rationale for change

Risk Model Outputs for option 5 
Here are the numbers from our risk model tool for option 5, the columns in bold are the 
predicted annual fatalities for dwelling fires and RTCs.

Number of 
dwelling fire 

fatalities per year

Dwelling fire 
risk change 
percentage

Road traffic 
collisions (RTC) 

fatalities per year

Road traffic collisions 
(RTC) risk change 

percentage

Current 
performance

7.85 0% 33.6 0%

Theoretical full 
availability

7.61 -3% 33.14 -1.37%

Option 5 7.86 0.21%  33.4 -0.59%

These risk figures only reflect the change in response arrangements. Further risk reduction 
will be gained by delivery of more prevention and protection activity as previously indicated.
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Option 6
• Station closures

• Removal of all third fire engines

• Removal of some second fire 
engines

Second fire engine removals

Crediton

Lynton

Martock

Totnes

Station closures

Appledore

Ashburton

Budleigh Salterton

Colyton

Kingston

Porlock

Topsham

Woolacombe

X

X

X

X

Third fire engine removals

Bridgwater

Taunton

Torquay

Yeovil

X

X

X

X

Fire engine relocated

Relocate one fire engine from Topsham to Middlemoor

• Change of status to day crewing

• On-call night crewing of second fire engine

• Introduction of day-crewed roving  
fire engines

This option includes all of the previous and supports an investment in resources by the 
provision of roving day duty fire engines. This will enable us to deliver more prevention and 
protection work. It will also support improvement to the emergency response standard and 
provide a better guarantee of availability across Devon and Somerset. 
These roving appliances will be deployed on a daily basis to undertake work in high risk 
areas anywhere in the two counties and support on-call station availability where required. 
This option allows:

• a flexible approach using Wholetime Firefighters that would provide operational cover 
where there is risk and demand

• improved reliability of operational response cover in rural areas

• opportunity to undertake risk-based preventative work in rural areas not currently 
covered with full-time staff

• additional full-time operational cover during the working daytime hours when on-call 
cover is less reliable.

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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Night crewing of second fire engine for stations with two fire engines

Brixham

Chard

Dartmouth

Frome

Honiton

Ilfracombe

Okehampton

Day duty roving

Six roving fire engines day-crewed 

First fire engine will not 
change and will stay with  
24 hour on-call crewing

Second fire engine changes 
from 24 hour on-call crewing 
to on-call night cover  
(6pm - 8am only)

Sidmouth

Tavistock

Teignmouth

Tiverton

Wellington

Wells

Williton

Day crewing for stations with two fire engines

Barnstaple

Exmouth

Paignton

First fire engine changes.  
From: 24 hour wholetime crewing  
To: Wholetime day crewing and on-call night crewing

Second fire engine stays as  
24 hour on-call cover

Revenue Savings

£984,797 (per year)

Protection:
Business Fire Safety Checks

Up to 12,000* (per year)

Prevention:
Home Fire Safety Visits

Up to 21,000* (per year)

Capital Savings

£5,725,000 (one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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Fire engine
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Third fire 
engine
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Second fire 
engine
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Prevention and protection
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of second fire 
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for stations 
with two fire 

engines
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-

OPTION 2
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8

8

8

8

8

1
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1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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-
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£5,725,000
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£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)

* These figures are potential numbers of activities that could be carried out from revenue savings made by the options.
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Map showing stations involved in option 6

Woolacombe Porlock

Kingston

Budleigh
Salterton

Appledore

Topsham

Middlemoor

Ashburton

Colyton

Second fire engine removed
Station closures

Roving fire engine

Third fire engine removed

Ilfracombe

Ilfracombe

Lynton

Lynton

Barnstaple

Barnstaple

Braunton

Minehead

Williton

Williton

Nether Stowey

Cheddar Frome

Frome

Wells
Shepton Mallet

Glastonbury

Street

Somerton

Martock

Martock

Yeovil

Yeovil

Chard

Chard

Axminster
Honiton

Honiton

Ottery St Mary

Seaton
Sidmouth

Sidmouth

Exmouth

Exmouth

Dawlish
Teignmouth

Teignmouth

Wholetime
Wholetime & on-call
On-call
Day duty and on-call
Volunteer

Newton Abbot

Buckfastleigh Torquay

Torquay

Totnes

Totnes

Ivybridge
Plympton

Crownhill
Camel’s Head

Greenbank
Plymstock Modbury

Lundy

Paignton

Paignton

Brixham

Brixham

Dartmouth

Dartmouth

Salcombe

Kingsbridge

Bovey
Tracey

Ilminster

Taunton

Taunton

Wellington

Wellington

Wells

Bideford

Tiverton

Tiverton

Witheridge

Chulmleigh

Holsworthy Hatherleigh

Hartland

Torrington

South
Molton

Dulverton

Bampton

Cullompton

Crediton

Crediton

Chagford

Tavistock

Tavistock

Princetown

Yelverton
Bere Alston

Okehampton

Okehampton

North
Tawton

Moretonhampstead

Danes Castle

Middlemoor SHQ & USAR

 Wiveliscombe

Crewkerne

Castle Cary

Wincanton

Bridgwater

Bridgwater

Burnham
On Sea

Combe
Martin

Fire engine relocation
Change to day crewing
Change to night crewing

Station
closures

Fire engine
relocated

Third fire 
engine

removals

Second fire 
engine

removals
Roving fire 

engines

Prevention and protection
Night crewing
of second fire 

engine

Day crewing
for stations 
with two fire 

engines

OPTION 1 - -

-

-

OPTION 2

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3 14

14 63

-

-OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

 3,034  7,011

4,259  9,842

 5,174  11,956

 5,174  11,956

 7,879  18,208

 11,749  20,812

£544,204 £4,525,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

programme.

£387,636 £3,325,000

£2,579,547

£661,094 £5,725,000

£5,725,000

£2,925,197 £5,725,000

£984,797 £5,725,000

Business Fire
Safety Checks

Home Fire
Safety Visits

Cost savings

Revenue Savings Capital Savings
(per annum) (per annum) (per annum)(one-off saving)
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Please note roving fire engines will be mobile and have been shown in various 
locations on this map for illustrative purposes.

Risk Model Outputs for option 6 
Here are the numbers from our risk model tool for option 6, the columns in bold are the 
predicted annual fatalities for dwelling fires and RTCs.

Number of 
dwelling fire 
fatalities per 

year

Dwelling fire 
risk change 
percentage

Road traffic 
collisions 

(RTC) fatalities 
per year

Road traffic 
collisions (RTC)

risk change 
percentage

Current 
performance

7.85 0% 33.6 0%

Theoretical full 
availability

7.61 -3% 33.14 -1.37%

Option 6 7.76 -1.05%  
(reduced risk)

33.13 -1.41%
(reduced risk)

These risk figures only reflect the change in response arrangements. Further risk reduction 
will be gained by delivery of more prevention and protection activity as previously indicated.
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Strengths (All strengths from options 1, 2,3 ,4 & 5 apply)
•  This roving appliance option provides the Service with a fully flexible response approach, 

using wholetime firefighters that would provide significant support for prevention and 
protection activities whilst also responding to risk demand within communities.

•  The option also offers adaptable provision to support fluctuations in risk demand 
throughout the year (summer holidays etc.) and also at particular times of the week  
or day in some areas.

•  This option will improve reliability of response cover in rural areas.

•  It will provide an opportunity to undertake risk based preventative work in rural areas not 
currently covered with full time staff.

•  This option will provide additional full time cover during the working daytime hours where 
on-call cover can be more difficult to crew.

•  This option will reduce community risk through an increase in wholetime response 
provision during the day.

•  Through the combination of proposed changes, the Service will be better placed to meet 
HMICFRS improvement requirements of:

•   redistribution of resource to provide effective response to recognised risk

•   investment in protection activity 

•   removal of resources in low risk areas mitigated by other existing resources.

•  This option will allow for the reinvestment of savings identified across vehicle, station 
and staff costs, enabling a more efficient and effective service.

•  Option introduces the facility for current and future staff to have a range of crewing 
models and work locations.

Weaknesses
•  The impact on staff in these locations including their roles being at risk. Support offered 

through any transition will reflect the Service’s policy.

•  Public perception of losing response capacity during the day in the 14 identified areas. 
The risk however within these areas is low during the day, covered by the other engine 
at the station and could be further supplemented by roving fire engines if needed at 
particular times (of year for example).

•  The introduction of six roving fire engines will result in a reduction in overall savings due 
to significant investment and ongoing costs in their provision across the two counties.

•  From Option 1 - the wider role of the station within the community and perceived loss 
through closure.

Opportunities
•  Potential for staff at risk through the other option elements to be supported through the  
    crewing of these roving fire engines or other service roles or locations.

Threats
•  Representative Bodies (Unions) may not accept the proposed changes on behalf of  
    their members.

Option 6 - rationale for change
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• Station closures

• Removal of all third fire engines

• Removal of some second fire engines

• Change of status to day crewing

• On-call night crewing

• Introduction of day-crewed roving fire engines

Option 7
Mix and match option, to include any combination of the elements used in the other options. 
You can tell us in more detail specific stations or fire engines from the list below that you 
would like to include or not include. But please state your reasons for this.

We have six elements of the Service, that from analysis and engagement with staff and 
stakeholders, show us how we can change to deliver a new model for the future. 

These elements, along with the stations affected, include:

Our way of dealing with this is a set of six options which are presented as an escalating 
and balanced set of outcomes. However, we are also interested to know if you think 
these elements could be combined in a different way to develop a new service model. We 
have included this further option, option seven, which gives you the opportunity to select 
those service elements which you feel would best meet the challenges as set out in the 
consultation document.

Appledore, Ashburton, Budleigh Salterton, Colyton, Kingston, Porlock, 
Topsham, Woolacombe

Bridgwater, Taunton, Torquay, Yeovil

Crediton, Lynton, Martock, Totnes

Barnstaple, Exmouth, Paignton

Brixham, Chard, Dartmouth, Frome, Honiton, Ilfracombe, Okehampton, Sidmouth, 
Tavistock, Teignmouth, Tiverton, Wellington, Wells, Williton

Mobile fire engines crewed by day duty firefighters in areas of greater risk across 
Devon and Somerset
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The consultation
We want to hear your views and ideas on the future of   
the Service.

 

We really want to hear what you have to say about the proposed service options as 
well as the different elements outlined within each of the options, so please use this 
opportunity to engage with us and have your voice heard.

We have created a number of ways you can get involved in the consultation, so you can 
choose which method best suits you.

You can tell us what you think by completing a questionnaire or by sending us your 
questions and comments in several ways:

•   complete the pull-out questionnaire at the end of this document and return in the  
    pre-paid envelope

•   complete the online questionnaire at: www.dsfire.gov.uk 

•   email us at: safertogetherprogramme@dsfire.gov.uk

•   write to us at: 

Communications and Engagement 

Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service

Service Headquarters

The Knowle

Clyst St George

Exeter

EX3 0NW

For further information
Visit our website: www.dsfire.gov.uk

Email us at: safertogetherprogramme@dsfire.gov.uk

If you would like this information in another format including audio or large print, please 
call 01392 872347
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•   Topsham – Matthews Hall 
 Monday 8 July 12pm - 4pm

•   Kingston – Kingston Reading Room
 Tuesday 9 July 2pm - 6pm

•   Appledore – Appledore Hall
 Wednesday 10 July 1pm - 5pm

•   Budleigh Salterton – Budleigh Hub
 Monday 15 July 1pm - 5pm

•   Colyton – Colyton Feoffees’ Town Hall
 Tuesday 16 July 3pm - 7pm

•   Woolacombe – Woolacombe  
Village Hall

 Wednesday 17 July 1.30pm - 5.30pm

•   Ashburton – St Lawrence Chapel
 Monday 22 July 10am - 2pm

•   Exmouth – Exmouth Town Hall 
 Tuesday 23 July 3pm - 7pm

•   Porlock – Porlock Village Hall
 Thursday 25 July 1pm - 5pm

•   Exeter – Exeter Library
 Monday 29 July 2pm - 6pm

•   Taunton – Taunton Library
 Tuesday 30 July 1pm - 5pm

•   Plymouth – Central Library
 Thursday 1 August 10am - 2pm

•   Torquay – Central Library
 Monday 5 August 11am - 3pm

•   Bideford – Bideford Library
 Tuesday 6 August 1pm - 5pm

•   Barnstaple – Barnstaple Library
 Thursday 8 August 1.30pm - 5.30pm

•   Tavistock – Tavistock Library
 Monday 12 August 11am - 3pm

•   Totnes – Totnes Library
 Wednesday 14 August 10am - 2pm

•   Sidmouth – Sidmouth Library
 Thursday 15 August 1pm - 5pm

•   Tiverton – Tiverton Library, Phoenix 
House

 Monday 19 August 1pm - 5pm

•   Newton Abbot – Passmore Edwards 
Centre, Newton Abbot Library

 Tuesday 20 August 10am - 2pm

•   Minehead – Minehead Library
 Thursday 22 August 11am - 3pm

•   Bridgwater – Bridgwater Library
 Tuesday 27 August 12pm - 4pm

•   Yeovil – Yeovil Library
 Wednesday 28 August 1pm - 5pm

•   Frome – Frome Library
 Thursday 29 August 10am - 2pm

•   Paignton – Paignton Library 
 Tuesday 3 September 2pm - 6pm

Public ‘drop-in’ exhibitions
We also invite residents of Devon and Somerset to come along to local public ‘drop-in’ 
exhibitions, where you can ask questions about the proposed options and the future of 
the Service. We may arrange more exhibitions if there is enough demand. Details of these 
exhibitions are below. Please check our website or contact us on the details on page 43 to 
confirm the exact timings.
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What happens next?
The consultation will run for 12 weeks from Monday 1 July 2019 to Friday 20 September 2019. 

Devon and Somerset Fire Authority members will consider the options after all the  
feedback has been received from the public, organisations and Devon and Somerset Fire 
and Rescue Service staff. The members will then meet in late Autumn 2019, to consider 
reports from its officers. The reports will be published on the Devon and Somerset Fire and 
Rescue Service website a week before the meeting.

Confidentiality
The information/data collected by this consultation will be kept strictly confidential and 
shared only with Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service staff responsible for 
analysis of the data and those responsible for the preparing the consultation findings report. 
All data will be stored securely and erased after four years.

All comments, feedback and information we receive will be used to inform how the future 
Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service will be delivered. You will not, in any way, 
be identifiable in the survey analysis from your responses and any comments will be 
anonymous.
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Supporting documents
Below are a number of supporting documents which you may find useful:

•   Fire and Rescue Plan 2018 - 2022 

•   Integrated Risk Management Plan 2018 - 2022

•   Station Data Tables

•   Community Impact Assessment

•   Station infographics

•   Risk modelling information

•   Fire Authority Meeting papers 28.06.19

These documents can be viewed on the DSFRS website:

https://tinyurl.com/yxgvgdkp 

Paper versions will also be available at the public drop-in exhibitions or on request (contact 
details can be found at the back of this document)
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Introduction to the Consultation Draft 
 

The Devon Health and Wellbeing Board would like to invite residents and local organisations to comment on ‘Healthy and 
Happy Communities’, the draft Devon Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy for 2020 to 2025. The consultation will run from 
11 July 2019 until 5 September 2019. The draft strategy outlines how the board will work with Devon’s communities to 
improve the health and wellbeing of the county’s residents and reduce health inequalities over the next five years.  
 
This is an important document which the NHS, local authorities, strategic partnerships and other local organisations will 
use when developing local plans, including the local long-term plan being produced by the Devon Sustainability and 
Transformation Partnership. The Devon Health and Wellbeing Board will monitor progress on these priorities. 
 

How you can have your say 
 
We welcome all responses to this consultation. 
 
A consultation questionnaire is available on our website: http://devon.cc/jhws  
 
The consultation will run for eight weeks and will close on 5 September 2019. 
 
We will use the responses received during the consultation when we produce the final version of this strategy which is due 
to go to the Health and Wellbeing Board on 10 October 2019 for approval. 
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Introduction 
 

Devon’s Health and Wellbeing Board 
http://www.devonhealthandwellbeing.org.uk/board/ 

 
Health and Wellbeing Boards bring leaders from the local health and care 
system together to work with other partners to improve the health and 
wellbeing of the local population. 
 
Devon’s Health and Wellbeing Board includes councillors and chief 
officers from Devon County Council and Devon’s district councils, along 
with representatives from Healthwatch Devon, NHS Devon Clinical 
Commissioning Group, the Joint Engagement Forum, Probation Services, 
Devon and Cornwall Police, Devon Partnership Trust, the Royal Devon & 
Exeter NHS Foundation Trust, and Torbay and South Devon NHS 
Foundation Trust. 
 
The board has a duty to produce a Joint Strategic Needs Assessment or 
JSNA (an assessment of current and future health and care needs in the 
local population) and a Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy (a local 
strategy for the local population addressing the needs identified in the 
JSNA). 
 
The NHS Long-Term Plan was published in 2019 and sets a 10-year 
vision for the health and care system, including developing primary care 
networks, focusing on prevention, developing the NHS workforce, making 
better use of digital technology and increasing cost effectiveness. 
 
Sustainability and Transformation Partnerships (STPs) , were set up to 
better coordinate local health and care services and develop integrated 
care. Devon STP, which covers Devon, Plymouth and Torbay will publish 
a local five-year long-term plan in Autumn 2019, which will describe how 
the local health and care system responds to local and national 
challenges and delivers national standards. This strategy will form part of 
the local evidence base for the Devon Long-Term Plan. The increasing 
collaboration between the three health and wellbeing boards in the STP 
area (Devon, Plymouth and Torbay) will also support STP work. 

 

Developing this strategy for Devon 

This strategy is guided by the principles in the following national and 
international frameworks for improving public health. 
 

King’s Fund: Four Pillars of Population Health (2018) 
https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/vision-population-health  

 
This is a framework for action around four areas to focus on to improve 
population health outcomes: 

1. The wider determinants of health – the range of social factors 
such as income, employment, housing and transport which are the 
most important driver for health 

2. Our health behaviours and lifestyles – covering behaviours 
such as smoking, alcohol consumption, diet and exercise which 
are the second most important driver for health 

3. The places and communities we live in and with – which 
influence our health behaviours, social relationships and networks 

4. An integrated health and care system – to coordinate and tailor 
services to individual needs rather than to suit organisations. 

 

World Health Organisation: The Minsk Declaration 
(life-course approach) 
http://www.euro.who.int/en/publications/policy-documents/the-minsk-declaration  

 
This declaration sets out a life-course approach which looks at the 
influence of factors across people’s lives. It’s three principles are: 

1. Acting early – as the earliest years of life set the tone for the 
whole of the lifespan 

2. Acting appropriately during periods of change – as timely 
action to protect health during life’s changes creates benefits 
down the line 

3. Acting together – as no life is lived alone, and all human lives are 
connected to others in the household, community or nation.  
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Health and Wellbeing in Devon 
www.devonhealthandwellbeing.org.uk/jsna 
 

Population and Development 

Around 800,000 people live in Devon, which has an older population 
profile than England and population growth above the national average, 
influenced by the inward migration of people aged 40 to 75. The 
population is set to grow by 88,000 (11%) over the next 20 years, with low 
growth in under 65s (2%), but considerable growth in the older population 
(94% increase in people aged 85 and over). Over 75,000 dwellings are 
planned in the next 15-20 years with a greater concentration in the South 
and East of the county. 
 
Projected population change in Devon by age, 2020 to 2040 

 
 

Community and Economy 

Devon has a skilled workforce with higher than average qualifications, but 
lower than average earnings. Overall crime rates are low but there are 
increasing risks from drugs, child sexual exploitation, domestic abuse and 
modern slavery. Fuel poverty and poor housing conditions, particularly in 
the private rented sector, are a major issue in many areas, especially in 
rural parts of Northern and Western Devon, which impacts on health and 
wellbeing. Homelessness is increasing, with more than 15,000 families on 
the housing register, and average house price more than nine times 
annual earnings, compared to seven times nationally. There have been 
recent increases in child poverty and more people are accessing 
emergency food supplies. 

Devon has higher levels of rural deprivation than the national average, 
particularly in Northern and Western Devon, and pockets of more severe 
deprivation in some urban areas. Social mobility (the ability of people to 
advance through education and employment) and access to housing and 
services are issues in these areas. Considerable inequalities in health are 
seen with a 15-year gap in life expectancy between Central Ilfracombe 
(75 years) and Exmouth Liverton (90 years). This gap has not decreased 
in over a decade. 
 
Inequalities gap at neighbourhood level 
 

Measure Worst in Devon Best in Devon 

Life expectancy 75years, Ilfracombe 
Central 

90 years, Liverton 

Long-term health 
issue (16-64) 

8.2%, Exeter Sidwell 
Street 

0.8%, Widecombe-in-
the-Moor 

Child Poverty 33.3%, Forches 
(Barnstaple) 

1.1%, Teignmouth Road 
(Dawlish) 

Fuel Poverty 27.9%, Mount Pleasant 
(Exeter) 

3.6%, Douglas Avenue 
(Exmouth) 

 

Devon’s health and wellbeing challenges 

The following are highlighted as the main current and future health and 
wellbeing challenges across the Devon Sustainability and Transformation 
Partnership area: 

1. An ageing and growing population 
2. Access to services, including socio-economic and cultural barriers 
3. Complex patterns of urban and rural deprivation 
4. Housing issues (quality and affordability) 
5. Earlier onset of health problems in more deprived areas (typically 

10-15 years earlier than the least deprived areas) 
6. Poor mental health and wellbeing, social isolation and loneliness 
7. Poor health outcomes caused by modifiable health-related 

behaviours 
8. Pressures on services (especially unplanned care) caused by 

increasing long-term conditions, multi-morbidity and frailty 
9. Shifting to a prevention focus across the health and care system 
10.  Unpaid care and associated health outcomes for carers.  

0 to 19 20 to 39 40 to 59 60 to 79 80 plus

Change 7294 6366 -961 29536 43226

-10000
0

10000
20000
30000
40000
50000P
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Our Strategy 
 
The priorities identified in this strategy reflect the four pillars of population 
health, the Minsk Declaration on the life-course approach, and draw on 
evidence collected in the JSNA, and through board meetings and 
workshops. Under each priority area, we identify the outcomes we want to 
achieve and the local community assets and partners we will work with. 
 

Our Vision 

 

Health outcomes and health equality in Devon will 
be amongst the best in the world and will be 
achieved by working in partnership across Devon’s 
communities, businesses and organisations. 
 

 

Our Principles 

1. Prioritise prevention and early intervention across the health, care and 
wellbeing system  

2. Recognise the growing contribution of voluntary, community and 
social enterprise organisations to improving health and wellbeing, and 
the role of the public in the continuing development of services 

3. Recognise the diversity that exists across Devon, and respond to 
inequalities: those differences in health which are avoidable 

4. Seek to ensure that Devon’s citizens have access to the information 
and support they need to stay well, and receive health and care 
services tailored to their needs when required 

5. Adapt for the future by developing relationships and supporting 
partnerships across the community to enable us to better support 
individuals and families with more complex needs, develop the health 
and wellbeing workforce and embrace digital solutions. 

Our Priorities 

1. Create opportunities for all 
inclusive economic growth, education and social mobility 

a. Narrow gaps in educational attainment and adult skills 
b. Reduce levels of child poverty 
c. Support economic growth in more disadvantaged areas 
d. Increase social mobility 

 
2. Healthy, safe and strong communities 
creating conditions for good health and wellbeing where we live, 
work and learn 

a. Improve housing conditions and reduce homelessness 
b. Create conditions for good health, physical activity and 

social interaction through the planning system and 
community development 

c. Support healthy workplaces and schools 
d. Help keep communities and individuals safe 

 
3. Focus on mental health 
building good emotional health and wellbeing, happiness and 
resilience 

a. Reduce loneliness in all age groups 
b. Identify people at risk and intervene to improve poor 

mental health as soon as possible  
c. Proactively address the mental health consequences of 

trauma and adverse childhood experiences 
d. Promote a positive approach to mental health and 

wellbeing 
 

4. Maintain good health for all 
supporting people to stay as healthy as possible for as long as 
possible 

a. Prevent ill health by helping people to live healthier lives 
b. Detect disease in the early stages to reduce impact on 

health 
c. Support those living with long-term conditions to maintain a 

good quality of life 
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Priority 1: Create opportunities for all                  
inclusive economic growth, education and social mobility 

Education, employment and income have a considerable impact on health 
outcomes. People with lower educational attainment, without regular 
employment and on lower incomes have a much greater likelihood or 
having poorer physical and mental health. Social mobility, the ability of 
people to advance through education and employment, is also limited in 
some areas and groups, creating further inequalities.  
 

Why is this important in Devon? 

• There are large gaps in educational attainment in Devon. People 
living in more deprived communities, boys, and pupils with English 
as a second language all experience poorer attainment 

• Lower employment rates are seen for people in more deprived 
areas, and people with long-term conditions, learning disabilities 
and mental health problems 

• One in eight children live in poverty in Devon, with a large gap 
between the highest (33.3% in the Forches area, Barnstaple) and 
lowest (1.1% in Teignmouth Road, Dawlish) rates 

• Areas of the county which have seen less economic growth such 
as Torridge and North Devon, have lower levels of social mobility, 
particularly during adulthood.  

 

What have people told us? 

Discussion at the 2018 board stakeholder conference and the workshop 
with board and health scrutiny members called for a much stronger focus 
on the wider determinants of health, health inequalities and local 
challenges, along with a focus on earlier intervention, particularly in 
childhood. Educational attainment, economic development and inclusive 
economic growth, or economic development that benefits the whole 
community and not just sectors, were identified as issues to emphasise. 
 
 
 
 

What are the main outcomes we want to achieve? 

a. Narrow gaps in educational attainment and adult skills  
b. Reduce levels of child poverty  
c. Support economic growth in more disadvantaged areas  
d. Increase social mobility  

 

What assets do we have in our communities? 

Many assets exist across our communities which can be drawn upon to 
increase opportunities for education and employment. These include 
Learn Devon, and schools, colleges and universities who play a critical 
role in education across the life course. Outside of the traditional 
educational sector many opportunities for learning and skill development 
exist including volunteering, youth groups, clubs, societies and the Duke 
of Edinburgh Award scheme. Devon has seen considerable economic 
growth, business relocation and development, so the involvement of 
businesses is very important. Devon’s libraries, provided by Libraries 
Unlimited, provide further opportunities for lifelong learning within our 
communities.  
 

Who will we be linking with on this priority? 

We will work with the following strategic partnerships on this priority: 

• Heart of the South West Local Economic Partnership 

• Devon Children’s and Families Partnership 
 
We will also link with the following teams through board members and 
stakeholder networks: 

• Devon County Council Economy, Enterprise and Skills team 

• Devon County Council Children’s Services 

• Local Authority District Economic Development teams 
 

Who are the local health and wellbeing champions? 

Once the strategy is finalised local health and wellbeing board champions 
will be identified for each priority who will provide oversight for work on 
this priority and provide a link to other partnerships.
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Priority 2: Healthy, safe and strong 
communities                                                   
creating conditions for good health and wellbeing where 
we live, work and learn 
 
Poor housing conditions are associated with poorer health outcomes, 
increased risk of circulatory and respiratory diseases, and mental ill 
health. The neighbourhoods in which we live, work and study can have 
positive and negative effects on our health, influencing health behaviours 
and opportunities for social interaction. The physical and natural 
environment, the ability to travel safely, perceptions and levels of crime, 
and formal and informal community networks all contribute to our ability to 
live healthy lives. 
 

Why is this important in Devon? 

• The Indices of Deprivation 2015 reveals that the aspects of 
deprivation where Devon communities have the greatest needs 
relate to the indoor environment and access to housing and 
services  

• Levels of fuel poverty are above the national average, reflecting 
lower incomes and higher cost of living, with rural parts of 
Northern and Western Devon particularly severely affected 

• Increasing levels of obesity and physical inactivity, with low levels 
of active travel, particularly in new housing developments 

• Increasing risks from drug networks, child sexual exploitation, 
domestic and sexual violence and abuse and modern slavery, 
which disproportionately affect certain communities. 

 

What have people told us? 

Discussion at the 2018 board stakeholder conference and workshop with 
board and health scrutiny members highlighted the quality and availability 
of housing as an important determinant of health and a challenging issue 
locally. Feedback also emphasised the critical role local communities can 
play in improving health and wellbeing, and the relationship between 
community safety and wellbeing. 

What are the main outcomes we want to achieve? 

a. Improve housing conditions and reduce homelessness 
b. Create conditions for good health, physical activity and social 

interaction through the planning system and community 
development 

c. Support healthy workplaces and schools 
d. Help keep communities and individuals safe 

 

What assets do we have in our communities? 

Thousands of community organisations, groups and communal facilities 
exist throughout Devon which support local neighbourhoods and provide 
opportunities to improve health and wellbeing. Community infrastructure 
organisations also coordinate and develop community capacity. 
Neighbourhood Watch, community warden and community speed watch 
schemes contribute to community safety. Organisations like Sustrans and 
Devon Wildlife Trust support active travel and environment improvement. 
 

Who will we be linking with on this priority? 

We will work with the following strategic partnerships on this priority and 
support the development of local strategic collaboration around housing 
and road safety: 

• Safer Devon Partnership 

• Community Safety Partnerships 

• Devon Safeguarding Adults Board 
 
We will also link with the following teams through board members and 
stakeholder networks: 

• Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise organisations 

• Local authority housing and planning teams 

• Registered Social Landlords and housing providers 
 

Who are the local health and wellbeing champions? 

Once the strategy is finalised local health and wellbeing board champions 
will be identified for each priority.
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Priority 3: Focus on mental health                  

building good emotional health and wellbeing, happiness 
and resilience 
 
Poor mental health and wellbeing has a considerable impact on quality of 
life and is a major contributor to premature death. Mental and physical 
health problems are closely linked. Loneliness is often a precursor for 
mental health problems and is seen across the life course and most 
frequently in younger adults. Prevention, coupled with early detection and 
treatment is vital, and the ‘five ways to wellbeing’ highlight the importance 
of being active, taking notice, learning, giving and connecting with others. 
 

Why is this important in Devon? 

• Many communities have a high risk of loneliness, and younger 
renters with little sense of belonging to their area, unmarried 
middle-agers with long-term conditions, and widowed older people 
living alone with long-term conditions are at increased risk 

• Poorer mental health outcomes are seen in Devon including 
suicide rates, self-harm admissions, social connectedness, and 
mental health outcomes for vulnerable groups 

• Lower employment rates and higher mortality rates for people with 
mental health conditions are seen in Devon compared to the 
England average 

• The considerable impact that loneliness and poor mental health 
has on demand for a wide variety of health and care services. 

 

What have people told us? 

Discussion at the 2018 board stakeholder conference and workshop with 
board and health scrutiny members revealed that stakeholders want as 
strong an emphasis for mental health as physical health within the 
strategy, and consideration of the interaction of the two.  
 
 
 
 

What main outcomes we want to achieve? 

a. Reduce loneliness in all age groups 
b. Identify people at risk and intervene to improve poor mental health 

as soon as possible 
c. Proactively address the mental health consequences of trauma 

and adverse childhood experiences 
d. Promote a positive approach to mental health and wellbeing 

 

What assets do we have in our communities? 

Community organisations and groups can be important for reducing 
loneliness and exemplifying the five ways to wellbeing. Social prescribing 
schemes which have emerged across the county, and programmes to 
support groups at higher risk of loneliness, such as Living Options 
Devon’s ‘Time to Talk’ project to tackle loneliness in disabled people and 
deaf people can also be useful. Both specialist support and brief 
interventions across the health and care system can support early 
detection and treatment. 
 

Who will we be linking with on this priority? 

We will work with the following strategic partnerships on this priority: 

• Devon Sustainability and Transformation Partnership 

• Devon Children’s and Families Partnership 

• Devon Safeguarding Adults Board 
We will also link with the following teams through board members and 
stakeholder networks: 

• Mental Health service providers 

• Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise organisations 

• Workplaces 
 

Who are the local health and wellbeing champions? 

Once the strategy is finalised local health and wellbeing board champions 
will be identified for each priority who will provide oversight for work on 
this priority and provide a link to other partnerships.
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Priority 4: Maintain good health for all                  
supporting people to stay as healthy as possible for as 
long as possible 
 
Poor health can often be prevented through maintaining a healthy 
lifestyle, and where illness is present, long-term health outcomes can be 
improved through early detection and treatment. The NHS long-term plan 
highlights the need for a greater prevention focus across the health and 
care system with demographic change and financial pressures 
contributing to the urgent need for this shift. Advancements in medicine 
and digital technology offer new possibilities for how this could be done. 
 

Why is this important in Devon? 

• Health-related behaviours such as smoking, excess alcohol 
usage, physical inactivity, poor diet, obesity and risk-taking lead to 
ill health and premature death in Devon, with considerable 
variation in these risk factors between Devon’s communities 

• The late detection of disease, influenced by the low take-up of 
screening, reluctance to seek help and other barriers to using 
health and care services in certain groups, contributes to poorer 
health outcomes and health inequalities in Devon 

• Over 1,300 premature deaths for causes considered preventable 
occur each year in Devon, with the highest rates in the most 
deprived areas, and preventable conditions greatly impacting on 
demand for health and care services. 

 

What have people told us? 

Discussion at the 2018 board stakeholder conference and workshop with 
board and health scrutiny members highlighted that stakeholders wanted 
a clear emphasis on prevention and early intervention. Health inequalities, 
health literacy and health related behaviours such as smoking, alcohol 
use, inactivity and obesity were strongly emphasised. 
 
 
 

What main outcomes we want to achieve? 

a. Prevent ill health by helping people to live healthier lives 
b. Detect the early signs of disease to reduce impact on health 
c. Support those living with long-term conditions to maintain a good 

quality of life 
 

What assets do we have in our communities? 

Health and care organisations across the local system who are increasing 
shifting their emphasis towards prevention and early intervention. A focus 
on digital transformation in the long-term plan for health and care services 
provides further opportunities to prevent illness, improve care and support 
people in their communities. Public health teams who have responsibility 
for commissioning certain preventive services and have expertise in 
relation to prevention and population health. Voluntary, community and 
social enterprise organisations who have a role in preventing ill-health 
and providing formal and informal support and improve quality of life for 
those affected by long-term conditions. 
 

Who will we be linking with on this priority? 

We will work with the following strategic partnerships on this priority: 

• Devon Sustainability and Transformation Partnership 

• Devon Children’s and Families Partnership 

• Natural Devon: the Local Nature Partnership 
We will also link with the following teams through board members and 
stakeholder networks: 

• Devon County Council Public Health team 

• Devon Clinical Commissioning Group 

• Health and care service providers 

• Active Devon 
 

Who are the local health and wellbeing champions? 

Once the strategy is finalised local health and wellbeing board champions 
will be identified for each priority who will provide oversight for work on 
this priority and provide a link to other partnerships.  
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How we will work together and 
monitor progress 
 

Next Steps for the Board 

As the local system develops, Health and Wellbeing Boards will play a 
vital role in overseeing the system and supporting integration. In 2018 the 
board set six objectives for development which will guide this work:  
 
1. Establishing alignment with other partnerships focused on the wider 

determinants of health 
2. Establish a wider Health and Wellbeing Network to support, inform 

and disseminate the work of the Health and Wellbeing Board 
3. Utilise a tiered approach to geography with democratic accountability 

at all levels and a two-way information flow to inform local priority 
setting 

4. Strengthen and formalise the role of the board in providing assurance 
that the commissioning plans of local organisations reflect boards 
priorities 

5. Establish the board’s role in the strategic planning of health, care and 
wellbeing 

6. Increase collaboration between Devon, Plymouth and Torbay Health 
and Wellbeing Boards. 

 

Working Together 

The dual focus on the wider determinants of health, and the health and 
care system in this strategy requires increased collaboration and 
coordination between strategic partnerships in Devon. 
 
Following approval of this strategy, cross-partnership processes for 
collaboration will be set up to support work on common objectives. 
The following table describes the main strategic partners the board will 
link with for each of the four Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy priorities. 
 

Partnership alignment for Health and Wellbeing Board priorities 
 

Priority Strategic Partners 

1. Create 
opportunities for all 

Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership, 
Devon Children’s and Families Partnership 

2. Sustain healthy 
neighbourhoods 

Housing and Planning Partnerships, Safer Devon 
Partnership, Devon Safeguarding Adults Board 

3. Focus on mental 
health 

Devon STP, Devon Children’s and Families 
Partnership, Devon Safeguarding Adults Board 

4. Maintain good 
health for all 

Devon STP, Devon Children’s and Families 
Partnership 

 

Monitoring Progress 
www.devonhealthandwellbeing.org.uk/jsna 
 
Progress will be monitored through an updated Devon Health and 
Wellbeing Outcomes Report, and emerging issues and challenges during 
the life of this strategy will be identified through the Devon JSNA. The 
new outcomes report and JSNA will include the following elements: 
 
Health and Wellbeing Outcomes Report: 

• Updated indicator list to reflect new priorities, with alignment to 
other partnership outcome frameworks as appropriate 

• Breakdowns by local authority district and comparison with peers 

• Greater emphasis on inequalities, revealing differences at 
neighbourhood level, and by area deprivation and type 

 
Joint Strategic Needs Assessment: 

• Refreshed and interactive Devon Overview  

• New community profiles tool and topic summaries 

• Summaries of needs and priorities by town, network and locality 
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 EXTERNAL OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE – FORWARD PLAN 2019/2020 
 

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4 Cycle 5 Cycle 6 Cycle 7 Cycle 8  

5 June 2019 17 July 2019 21 August 2019 2 October 2019 27 Nov 2019 22 Jan 2020 4 March 2020 22 April 2020  

2pm 6pm 2pm 6pm 2pm 6pm 2pm 6pm  

Burton Art Gallery 

 

Agriculture and 
agriculture supply 

industry 
 

Ambulance 
Response 

Times/SWAST/First 
Responders 

 
Fire Service 
Consultation 

 
Health & Wellbeing 
Board Stakeholder 

Conference 

1610 (to receive an 
update on the 

improvements they 
were going to make) 

Draft Play Areas 
Strategy 

 

 Great Torrington 
Community Trust 

(tbc) 

Education and skills 
(Petroc and all 

higher education 
faculties in the 

district) 

 

NHS consultation 
Public Health 

England 
Suzanne Tracey 
James Brendt 

  

Standing Items 

 
     Community Safety 

Partnership 
(annual item) 

  

 

UPCOMING ITEMS FOR FORWARD PLAN  

 
Prosperous and Sustainable Economy 

 
Sectors 
Agriculture & Fisheries – NFU / support organisations 
The economy (national / local) 
Education – to be broken down into smaller segments 
Employment (NEETS, Petroc) / Working with young people / apprenticeships 
Housing (first time home buyers, planning policy, social housing, homelessness) 
Organisations 
Bideford Chamber of Commerce 
North Devon+/Leader5 
TBID and North Devon Marketing Bureau 
Infrastructure 
Empty buildings 
Industrial Units and local economy 
Transport (buses, Link Road) 

Stronger, Safer, Healthier Communities  
 

Concerns 
Ambulance cover, hospital beds, healthcare providers 
Ambulance response times in relation to downgrading to Category 2 of serious conditions such as 
stroke and chest pain (from Bideford / Northam AAG) 
Fuel poverty 
Pharmacies 
Resourcing of community policing including PCSOs 
Staffing at North Devon Hospital 
Organisations 
Burton Art Gallery 
CAB 
Healthwatch 
Leisure Services (1610):  Joint T&F update and separate scrutiny by External  
Suzanne Tracey – North Devon Healthcare Trust 
TTVS 
 

Quality Environment 
 

Concerns 
Housing developments and water run off 
Overflow issues at Appledore / Westward Ho 
Surface water draining / Flooding 
Water Quality – Sewerage 
Organisations 
AONB / Biosphere 
Environment Agency and Devon County Council (surface water draining / flooding) 
Southwest Water (overflow issues and Appledore / Westward Ho) 
 

Effective and Customer Focused Council  
 
Mr Topham:  Liaison with external bodies / Partner Evaluation Form for 12 month review. 
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